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I. INTRODUCTION 
This report covers the fifth year of the Bulletin of the Marine Bioi . 
s.tatwn of Asamushi. . The bulletin has so far been issned quarterly as far :;~~~~ 
Circt::stances allow. This year, however, publication four times was hardly 
~o~slS e m:nny because of economic reasons, and on this account the issues of 
o. were contracted to this .sole number But h d . 
d . . .. · sue a con ensatwn of the 
escnptwn of one year's ·observation happened to lead us to k 
tl 1' rna e comments 
upon Ie out me of the biological oceanography of Mutsu Bay Th' . . d 
a good t · . · IS 1s m eed 
t h d oppor umty of mterpreting general ecology of plankton and its relation 
o y rographic conditiOns, as such a discussion has not been 'tt . . 
1 b · · wn en smce our 
regu ar ,o servahons have started. Therefore ,·n th' b th . 
d' ' IS num er e data of 1950 
are IScussed, comparison being made with those of the fiv d' 
when possible older data is also referred to. e prece mg years, ·and 
. Before entering into particulars it should be noted that the . t . . 
t' ff d h presen mvesh-ga wn a or s t e data to reveal: (1) in what . h . b h manner as een the seas l 
c ange of plankton in 1950, and how it differed from the seasonal chan ona 
f
three Feceding years; (2) the ·nature of the immigration of tropical gpe~a~~:he 
rom without mto Mutsu Ba th . on 
i . :. y, e.g. e season of immigration and kinds of 
m~:ants; (3) the presence of the plankton organisms which signify the strength 
.or m uence of .warm or cold water current . (4) h d . 
d , . . ' . ow many an what kmd of zoo-
an phyto-plankton occur. m Mutsu Bay . (5) wh th th 
. • e er e present data give 
some suggestwns regarding the northernmost termination of the d'st 'b t' 
of the tropical plankton in the Japan Sea. . I n u IOn 
By the way. of considering biological oceanography of M t B 
f t u sn ay some apparent 
ea ures of the· fisheries events will be stated here th l 
h d . ' as ey are a so concerned w'th 
Y rography. In Mutsu Bay, 1950· the catch of Ta' (P · . 1 
' k' (L . ' , I agrosomus maj'or) and 
>uzu I ateolabrax ;aj>onicus) during Aprl·l M . 
. - ay was so nch that ever 1 t 
>f the VIllages and towns was full of these fish S h . h . y rna~ ce 
· uc a nc catch m1gh t certaml 
>e ;ausfiedhby the warm temperature in these months. Immediately after thi;' 
.ar me s ery occurred showing bnt a poor catch D . tl ' 
· h · · unng 1e summer the 
IS ery of Scallop culminated in August with a rich catch, though the size of the 
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Scallop was smallish. The catch oJ the cuttle-fish in autumn turned out to be 
very poor. On cnter,ing winter the cod fishery, which is the most important 
:fisheries resource in JVIutsu Bay, showed a serious decline this year, the catch being 
almost nothing. 'l\his decline might arise from no rnns of this fish from Tsugaru 
Strait. As reg1rds such matters of fishery special attention has been and is being 
paid by us from the view point of oceanography (Kokubo & Kawamura, 1949). 
CHAPTER I, General Part. 
II. OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLANKTON. 
The plankton of Mutsu Bay has long been studied and reported by the present 
author (Kokubo, 193la, 1932b, 1934, 1938, 1939, 1945-1949, 1950). Some of· 
these works stressed the qualltitative relation ; others focussed interest on the 
vertical or seasonal distribution. In the present study importance has been 
attached to species enumeration, special attention having been centered on the 
Copepoda and Diatoms. This is because these two groups are the most important 
ones in both specific and quantitative abundance, also because the Diatoms which 
composes the bulk of phytoplankton, governc the primary production of organic 
matter in the sea, and because the Copepoda which always predominates in zoo-
plankton plays major part in the production of animal protein in the sea ; 
consequently the study of these two groups involves the most pertinent measures 
of the productivity of the sea . 
A further irli.p,~rtance of these groups is that some of them inhabit only warm 
water, the others only cold water. This is why some plankton· are utilized as the 
indicator of a certain ocean current. Frost ( 1930) and Russel ( 1939)· reported 
the use of plankton organism as an indicator of hydrographic conditions. Iri the 
present study the adequacy of some species of these two groups for- this purpose 
is also well recognized . 
(A) Method and Apparatus. 
The method ,of collection was the same as that carried ou~ in the former 
Investigations (Kokubo, 1945-1949), viz., at a given station the collections were 
made horizontally and vertically by using an ordinary plankton net, the 
hydrographical observations having been made at the same time. 
(1) STATION. To make the conditions of collection comparable a regular 
station was fixed at a point off coast from our station. This -station is situated 
1 mile off coast, measuring about 31 meters in depth, with sandy mud bottom. 
This station kept the clarity of the sea water well through all seasons, being 
scarcely disturbed even by strong wind. The colour of the sea water of this 
station usually changed around No. 4 of Forel's scale, its change being due to 
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the plankton condition. The transparency (Secchi-disk reading) of sea water at 
this station sometimes became as hjgh as 25 meters and decreased to as low as 
2 meters according to the quantity of the plankton (Kokubo, 1932a). As regards 
the _water temperature ·distinct strarification occurs during· summer, 'and indirect 
stratification during winter, though the latter is not marked and appears only 
when the sea is calm. · 
(2) PLANKTON NET. The plankton net used for collection was of common 
type. The diameter of this net was 30 em, the length 100 em, consisting of 
"Miiller gaze No. 14", and at its lower end was attached a brass bucket of Scm 
in diameter provided with a .stopcock. 
The section area of the entrance of this net was about 720 sq em. and filtra-
tion· surface was about 4760 sq em., arid hence the ratio of these areas Was 1 : 6,5. 
Therefore when this net was towed 30 meters it had to pass through a water column 
of 2160 litres, provided that the resistance of the mesh of the net against water 
is none. 
Actually, howev~r. it is considered that the quantity of water actually filtered 
is by far less than the quantity calculated as above. Formerly such relations were 
studied in particular by Kokubo (1931a) with the result that the ratio of these 
quantities, viz., the filtration coefficient of net, is unexpectedly large, at least 
so far as the ordinary net of No. 25 gauze is used, especially when the plankton 
is abundant. But the plankton net used in the present study is made of No. 14 
gauze whose mesh.is incomparably larger than that of the No. 25 gauze. There-
fore an experiment was carried out to test the filtration rate of this net. 
In Kokubo's (1931a) former experiment the filtration coefficient was deter-
mined by comparing the result of pump collection and net collection. Instead, 
in the present experiment a small flowmeter was used (Rep. 1950) which was 
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fastened ·at the centre of the mouth of the net. The net with this flowmeter was 
vertically towed from the depth of 30 meters up to the surface, and the reading 
of the flowmeter was recorded. Next, the flowmeter, detached from the net was 
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towed vertically in like manner, and the scale reading was recorded. These two 
sets· of readings were compared- as follows. 
From the above it follows that ,the ratio o( both reaC!ings, viz., filtration 
coefficient, is about 3. But this figure can not be hastily used, because in this 
experiment it is questionable whether the speed of water passing through the 
flowmeter is equal to that of the water passing other parts of the entrance. But 
the reason why such a test'was made is that in some cases this method 'will serVe 
to detennine the filtration coefficient of a net. .For instance in case a net of large 
filtering power is used the above two readings Will coincide with one another, 
thus indicating that the filtration coefficient is I. This must be correct as it is 
certain that the water passing Outside of the flowmeter is never slower than the 
water passing through the flowmeter. At any rate it can also be though that as 
is well known the filtration coefficient· is very variable by nature, so that the 
above figure may be taken as a rough measure of the COefficient .. In the present 
investigation, however, the above experiment was made for purpose of a mere 
refe~ence, and hence the calculation due to this coefficient is made tentatively. 
(3) COLLECTION. The collections were made twice a month at a reg>>lar 
station on the 1st and 15th every month as far as the weather made it possible. 
Each time a vertical haul and three horizontal hauls were carried out. For the 
vertical haul the net above mentioned was lowered down to 31 meters depth, and 
then it was hauled up to the surface at the speed of 0.5 meters per second. 
As will be seen :in a 'later page (Table I) the quantity obtained by this vertical ., 
collection ranged\1.\etween the minimum of 6 cc to the maximum of 205 cc, thus 
suggesting that this method is well suited for the present purpose. 
For the quantitative collection of plankton the author (Kokubo, 1931a) once 
used a pump, making comparison with the quantitative net. Shortly thereafter 
a settling method was extensively employed (Koknbo, 1939) in the study of 
~icroplankton. The author was led to consider that in the long run,_ for routine 
work, collection by ordinaiy net is also worth while to practiCe, at least when 
the comparat~ve result is mainly hoped for. For this reason the author resolved 
to employ the vertical collection above mentioned for the present purpose. 
Needless to say the result obtained by this method may not depict the absolute 
figure of the plankton quantity as can be accepted from what was mentioned 
elsewhere concerning the filtration coefficient of the net. 
The horizontal colle.ctions were made for fiv~ minutes each time in tow ways, 
one being surface collection and another being by towing through the layer of 
10 meters. For the latter purpose a weight of about.SOO gms was .attached to the 
tow line at a distance of 1 meter from the net. Thus, provided the tow line of 20 
meters is so kept as to make an angle of 30' with the horizon, the net will sweep 
the layer of 10 meters depth. Of course the angle of 30' is achieved by regulating 
the speed of the boat. 
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As for the above horizontal collection it was at first anticipated that its 
result might be irregular and erratic. On the contrary, it was found that its 
results show values which paralled closely those of the vertical collection, though 
reading of the volume naturally differ. . 
Other than the-above ones a collection using a plankton net of coarser mesh, 
(say Miillergaze No. 3) was also carried out, in case when the macroplankton was 
surmised to- abound. 
(4) VOLUME· MEASURE. The plankton collected was fixed inS% formalin 
and was settled for 24 hours in a graduated cylinder, then the volume was read 
in terms of ·cc. When the volume of plankton was too abundant the estimation 
was made on an aliquot volume of a collection. 
(B) Results. 
(1) General Trend of the Seasonal Change of Plankton 
The plankton of Mutsu Bay shows a regular seasonal change from year to year. 
At the beginning of the year, during January and February, the quantity arid 
the species of plankton are meagre. However, during March and April, the 
quantity of plankton increases rapidly due to the vernal vegetation of plankton 
Di~toms, though in this case the number of species does not neceSsarily increase. 
This is because the increase in this case is caused exclusively by a few species of 
Chaetoceros. During and after May until mid-]une the Diatoms decline and 
boreal species of the zooplankton predominate . 
. The immigration of boreal plankton into Mutsu Bay" in this season is one of 
the most notable phenomena in the course of seasonal change. This boreal 
plankton is surmised· to be derived from the cold water zone which is present in 
the northern part of th~ Japan Sea, and approaches the Tsugaru Strait during 
this season. The grade of the approach of this cold water probably differs 
according to the influence of the west wind which prev8.ils more or less randomlv 
at that season. · Consequently it follows that the occurrence of boreal plankto~ 
m Mutsu Bay is not so regular as that of tropical plankton which appears in 
autumn. Nevertheless it must also be borne in mind that the above said boreal 
plankto.n is of great importance as its quantity is immense if it appears at all. 
As to the details ofboreal plankton and its immigration in Mutsu Bay the readers 
are referred to the author's earlier study (Kokubo, 1950). 
From June on the plankton gradually changes into summer association, its 
culmination being shown in late August. The summer plankton consists of local 
~pecies which propagate at any time, provided only that the temperature increases, 
It bemg virtually coastal in origin. Those species must be clearly distinguished . 
from . tropical species, which in our locality come migrating a great distance 
from tropical seas. Therefore the occurrence and abundance of these forms in 
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Mutsu Bay signifies the fluctuation of the influx of tropical water. This greatly 
enhances the interest of the seasonal change of plankton in Mutsu Bay. 
From early September to December the temperature qf the water decreases 
markedly. During this changing condition of autumn there occur two rema~k­
able changes in plankton, viz. appearance of tropical plankton and the autumnal 
flourishing of Diatoms. These two ph~nomen~ are essentially different in their 
nature. The former is due to the migration of tropical species from south: the 
latter is caused by the vegetation of the endemic Diatoms. But both phenomena 
usually overlap in time. 
The tropical plankton appearing during this season is well. represented by 
Copepoda and Diatoms. However, the number ~nd species of 'these- organsims 
vary from year to year, probably because the strength of the Tsushima Current, 
which brings the tropcal species in, fluctuates year by year. The Tsushima 
Current, a prominent warm current which flows northwards along the Japan Sea 
coast of the mn:inland of Japan, has its origin ~n the eastern seas of Formosa and 
the Pliilippine Islands where the North Equatorial Current prevails. As to why 
these tropical species appear only in autumn. when the water temperature is 
decreasing : the warm current which flows into the Japan Sea through the Korea 
Strait constantly moves northwards with its immigrant plankton, but as it 
proceeds farther north these organisms gradually perish because the temperature 
decreases. The northernmost limit of its distribution may· differ according to 
the season, the furthest distribution being attained in autumn when the strength 
of the warm cur~eilt is probably at its height and the temperature of the northern 
seas is still warm enough. 
In so far as the observation on the distribution of tropical Copepoda, Diatoms 
and Radiolaria is concerned t}:le northernmost limit of these organisms seems to 
be not much further than the latitude of Tsugaru Strait. According to Sato's 
(1913) study on Copepods, Akatsuka's (1914) study on pelagic Diatoms, Metoda's 
( 1950) study on the summer plankton, Iizuka's ( 1950) study on Ceratium, all of 
these being the plankton of the western sea area of Hokkaid6, the influence of warm ' 
current on the west coast of south Hokkaid6, is very weak. Such a decline of the 
Tsushima Current must be the result of cqoling of the water by the northern 
climate, .but a -more pronounced cause is the outflow of this current from the 
Japan Sea to the Pacific Ocean passing through the Tsugaru Strait. Because 
of this outflow of current to the Pacific ·Ocean the greater part of the strength 
of the Tsushima Current is likely to be lost before it reaches thewest coast of 
Hokkaid6, naturally resulting in the limited distribution of tropical plankton in 
the above locality. The autumnal flourishing of Diatoms usually occurs during 
the period from mid-September to late November. Its magnitude of vegetation 
is usually inferior to the vernal vegetation, though the opposite is sometimes the 
case. Sometimes the vegetation occurs in early Septe.mber while in another case 
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it occurs delayed until November or even in December. - Such a shift of season 
is nothing but that the early vegetation is caused by the warm water species 
while the later vegetation is caused by the winter species. It happens also that 
a .niixed v~etation of warm and cold water species is sometimes, though rarely, 
found. Ar all events the autumnal vegetation of Diatoms is remarkable because 
it occurs regularly and plays a pronounced role in plankton phenomena at the 
end of the. year. 
Uda (f931) studied the velocity of the Tsushima Current and found that the 
water mass,which enters the Japan Sea through the Tsushima Strait takes about 
six months to reach the Tsugaru Strait. This speed is surprisingly slow, but if 
it is taken· as conclusive the tropical plankton which occurs in Mutsu Bay in 
October must have been in the Tsushima Strait in March, when the water tem-
perature shows about 13,0°C. · This temperature is equal to the mean temperature 
of November. in Mutsu Bay, being much lower than the mean temperature. of 
October (17,5'C), when the occurrence of Tropical plankton culminates. In Mutsu 
Bay it is evident that the tropical plankton rapidly deslines from November 
afterwards. Therefore it is obvious that the tropical plankton which arrives at 
Mutsu Bay has met with a critical temperature condition when passing through 
the Tsushima Strait. According to Uda (1931) the travelling of a· water mass, 
with .high salinity, in the Japan Sea was previously reported by Marukawa (1926), 
the matter then had been highly consistent. From these facts it is ·reasonably 
thought that it is this water mass which conveys the tropical plankton so great 
a distance as to the Tsugarn Strait, and consequently to Mutsu Bay. 
(2) The Seasonal and Annual Change of Quantity of 
Plankton during the Four Ye~ars of 1947-1950. 
Jhe results obtained during 1947-1950 are shown in Table I and in Fig. 1 
annexed. Among the figures given in the table the values given in the colu-
mn 'Mean' show the average of 0 m and 10m collections. From this table it 
will be seen that in 1947 the vernal increase was found in March, and that this 
increase was mainly due to the vegetation of Diatoms e.g. Nitzschia seriata, Chaeto-
ceros debilis, and also the propagation of Noctiluca scintillans. The plankton, 
which were relatively low in quantity during the period from April to July, began 
to increa&e from August on. This increase was most marked from early September 
to early October. Then after, decreasing slightly it again sh~wed a marked 
increase from early November till early December. The earlier increase was 
due to the vegetation of Chactoccros. dista1ts, a warm water species. The· later 
in:c~ease, from November on was due to Chaetoceros subsecundus, a· temperate 
. species. These two increases can be called together an autumnal increase, though 
the casual species differ. 
From Fig 1 and Table I one will note that in this year the autumnal increase 
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is by far more prominent than the vernal increase, while in the three following, 
years the opposite is the case. 
In 1948 the quantity of plankton during the spring wa? apparently more rich 
than in 1947. But a distinct increase which can be regarded as vernal flourishing 
was not obserVed till Apr. 1st when a great i:qcrease occurred, an increase so 
marked as had not been observed in 194 7. This increase, however, rapidly declined, 
and during the period from mid-May till the end of the· year four periods of erratic 
increase were observed in~tead of a single increase in autumn. Su-ch a mode of 
change may not be rare; such cases have also been observed in 1931 and 1932 
(Koknbo, 1934). Vernal increase in 1947 was caused by the vegetation of Chaeto-
ceros ajflnis. The next increase (second peak in Fig. 1) was found on May 18th, 
its cause being combined vegetation of Chaetoceros ajflnis and Ch. decipiens. The 
third peak of August in Fig. 1 was due to the increase of Chaetoceros distans, 
a warm water species. Both the fourth and fifth peaks, of November an(! Decem-
ber, were caused separab~ly by Chaetoceros setoensis, a w'arm water species which is 
a rather uncommon species, felt to be strange because of its newness. Su.ch .a 
development of this species may be attributed to the unusually high temperature 
of the water during this year. 
In 1949 the vernal increase was found early in February because of the vegeta-
tion of Chaetoceros affinis. Although in Fig. 1 the pe.ak representing this in-
crease was not -shown because ~of the failure of vertical collection, the curve of 
horizontal collection indicates this increase. This increase declined rapidly, 
reaching its mini!;lmm in May. After this the quantity gradually increased 
and two maxiJ\~ms were observed in September and in December. In these 
cases too, the earlier increase owed its cause. to the vegetation of Chaetoceros 
distans, i.e. a warm water species, and later one was due to the veget~tion of 
Chaetoceros constrictu.s, a cold water species·. 
In 1950 the vernal flourishing was observed twice, the earlier one in March 
and later one in April. The earlier vegetation was due to the development of 
Chaetoceros debilis, a distinct cold water species, and the magnitude of this vegeta-
tion was greatest in this year. The later vegetation was due to the multiplication 
of Nitzschia seriata, a temperate species. This vegetation rapidly declined and 
attained a minimum in- June. Aft_er this decrease an apparent increase was seen 
in July, due to the vegetation of Chaetoceros distans. With the advance of the 
season the autumnal increase was twice found, separately, in September and 'in. 
October, both being due to the vegetation of Chaetoceros distans. In short the 
seasonal change in 1950 was fairly typical, the vernal increase being by far greater 
than the autumnal increase. 
Passing on to the problem of the quantity of plankton it can be said that the 
calculation of actual volume of the plankton from the figures of vertical collection 
is. a useful method. The highest valu~ of vertical collection during the four years 
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of 1947-1950 was 265 cc, observed on April 1st, 1948. Therefore if the filtration 
coefficient was assumed to be I, the quantity of plankton per cubic meter of water 
'11 b 265 WI e calculated as follo~s: 0.75 x 30 ~ ll.7, where 265 cc~actual quantity 
collected, 0.75 m'~area of the entrance of the net, 30~distans towed. The 
quantity of plankton contained per cubic meter of water was found to be 
11.7 cc. In contrast to this the result of the earlier investigation (Kokubo, 193!a) 
made in 1,931 at the same station showed this value to be 727 cc. That such a 
marked difference may not be due to the yearly fluctuation of the maximum value 
can be inferred from the fact that the value 11. 7cc is the highest value of the 
observation' of four years. Therefore such a low value of the present study should 
be attributed to the presence of a high filtration coefficient which was supposed 
to be a value larger than 3 in the preceding comments. 
(3) The Seasonal and Annual Chan~e of the Plan!do.n Association. 
In the preceding pages the seasonal' and annual :changes were stated in rela-
tion to the quantity of plankton. Such changes, however, not only occur in the 
quantity but also occur in the quality, i.e. association constitution of the plank-
ton. .As is well known the association of plankton is very complex; often consisting 
of hundreds of species. Therefore the present description will be based on some 
limited groups of phyto- and zooplankton, devoting particular attention to the 
groups which are either directly related to the production of the sea or are 
significant for inferring the biological conditions of the sea. Looking through 
the annexed tables (Table II, III) it will be found that such species of phytoplank-
ton are ~he several species of Chaetoceros, Jlitzschia, Slteletonema, Asterionella, 
Rhizosolenia, Bacteriastrum etc, and those of the zooplankton are the several 
genera of Copepoda, Copelata and Radiolaria. In the following pages the seasonal 
change of these groups in 1950 will be stated, and annual or yearly change of 
these groups will be separately stated in connection with the years 1948-1950. 
According to the temperature observations which have been made three times 
every day at our station's pier !950 was a very warm year, the annual average 
being l3.9'C. This temperature was much higher. than that of 1948 (13'C) and 
also than the average year (13.4'C). But it was slightly lower than I4'C of 1948. 
a year extraordinarily warm in recent years. Therefore the seasonal change 
stated below will be taken as representing an example of a warm year. 
(a) SEASONAL CHANGE IN 1950. 
During January and February of this year the plankton was dominated 
by typical winter species, the Diatom being represented by Chaetoceros debilis, 
Ch. socia!is and the Copepoda represented by Centropages abdomina/is and 
Paracalanus pavus. Other than the above species Asterionella japonica and 
Rhizosoleilia imbricata, the temperate cold species, showed a moderate ab-
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undance. It was also notable that in mid-February such warm water species 
as Ceratium ;~ndelabrum and Stycholo·nche sp. were yet found as survivors of the 
former year. 
The ab~ve plankton began to show a gradual change from early March, though 
a few species of Copepoda above seen remained almost unchanged, some species 
of Di.atoms such as Chaetocros subsecundus, Ch .. compressus, Nitzschia seriata, 
Coscinodiscus Wailesii sliowed a slight but steady increase. Of these species 
the increase of Nitzschia serlata was v~ry notable fOr the reason that this increase 
was the first sign of a marked increase of this species from late .March on. 
Concerning Diat9ms it was also notable that in spite of a remarkable mcrease of 
volume by late March the number of species rri~rkedly decreased. Such a decrease 
of Diatom species is a common phenomenon of this season from year to year, 
b~ing due to the· disappearance of warm or t'emperate species on .account of the 
minimum temperature of the year. The minimum temperature of the year 
usually occurs during the period from late February to early March ~nd ranges 
around 5.0'C, under which the winter species such as Chaetoceros deb1hs and. Ch. 
sociaUs show the spring flourishing. Such a relation is also the case with zoo-
planldon, showing that the last survivors of warm water s~ccies, e.g. Paracalanus 
aculeatus, Stycholonche sp., and Ceratium candelabrum perish, and Centropages: a 
typical winter Copepoda, and Sagitta crassa increase. Noctiluca scintilla/IS which 
represents the spring plankton also commenced to inc,reaSe in late March. 
The water temperature, which fell to the minimum in early March, began 
to increase frOifl.:;"fate March coinciding with the inc;re~se of Nitzschia seriata and 
Centropages abdomina/is. At the same time a marked decrease of Chaetoceros 
debilis and Ch. socialis, on account of the increase of temperature, also occurred. 
Nitzschia seriata is a temperate cold species which usually vegetates preceding 
the temperate species such as Chaetoceros decipiens, .Ch. ajjinis. But the increase 
of Nitz. seriata in this case is by no means so marked that it increases the total 
volume of the plankton. Therefore the total volume, which decreased wit~ the 
decline of spring vegetation, viz., decrease of Chae~oceros .. debilis and Ch. sac~ahs, 
was left in a very meagre state. · 
From the beginning of May to the end of June a gradual incre~se of tempera-
ture continued steadily, the mean temperature of the two months bemg respectlve-
'·Y J3,7'C and 16,7'C. During this time the vegetation of Diatoms was ~!most 
suppressed ·except Nit<schia seriata which continued slight but regular multiplica-
tion. Parallelled with the volume decrease of Diatoms the decrease ~f the 
number of species also occurred from late April till early June when the Diatoms 
as well as Copepoda becaiue almo~t nothing. How severe this decrease was can 
recognized by the fact that the Chaetoceros, which often occurs in mor~ than 20 
species, diminished to only 4 species, the Diatoms becoming only 9 ~pecies m all. 
Consequently June was the most barren month of the plankton of this year. The· 
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only increase seen in this month was that of Noctiluca scintillans which continued 
till the end of July. The appearance·of Pseudocalanus clongalus since late April 
. . -
waS more or less noteworthy as it appears in abundance in May according to the 
yearly condition. According to yearly circumstm:~:es April is often enlivend by 
boreal immigr:ants such as Calanus plumchrus, ca/'ctitus cristatus, Sagitta clegans, 
each of which is an important food of fishes. As to the reason why none of these 
species appeared this time the author reminds the reader of the unusual warm 
temper·atute of this year, already mentioned. 
In short, Jnne was the month of least plankton, the cause probably being the 
·want of nutrition which was not yet recovered from the decaying_ plankton. The 
decrease of Diatoms _in this season is an inevitable collsequence of the regular 
change of plankton, but it is also probable that the decrease may be hastened by 
the appearance. of Noc#luca scintillans, a voracious feeder on Diatoms. 
The plankton change so far mentioned is not at all apart from winter or 
spring condition. In early July, however, an incipient sign of changing into 
summer plankton has been observed. The first indication of this was the 
appearance of Centropages Kroyeri and Doliolum nationalis. Of these species 
Centropages Kroyen: is a warm water species appearing in place of Centropages 
abdondnalis which is a distinct. winter species. The appearance of Doliolum 
?taNonalis in the group also -reflect«Zd the warm water condition. Advancing to 
.!ate July the snmmer condition was distinctly demonstrated by the vegetation 
of Chaetoceros distans, Ch. didymus, Ch. a.fjinis, the first one being a true summer 
species which continued its flourishing till the early October of this year. The 
occurrence of Oilwpleura fusijormis instead of Oik. dioica, and appearance of a 
species of Radiolaria markedly manifested the warm water condition. 
. At the beginning of July Chaetoceros debilis showed a little vegetation, 
slightly increasing the total volume of plankton, but from then till late August 
all piankton showed a meagre state. The temperature of the water during July 
was extraordinarily high, so high as to exceed the water temperature of. 1948, 
a warmest year. The highest temperature observed on July- 23rd was 27,8°C 
and the monthly average was 21,0°C. These high temperatures probably stimu-. 
Ia ted the Diatoms to vegetate, thns giving rise to the long flourishing of Chaetoceros 
distau,s, for this species is subtropical in nature rather than being a warm temperate 
species. The temperature of water during August was little lower than that of 
1948, with a mean value of 25,7°C, a valne lower by 3°C than in 1948. During 
August no marked change was observed in plankton except that Chaetoceros 
distaJts vegetated more and more and also that the species of Chaetoceros. which 
decreased to only four species now increased to 14 species by early Angust. The 
watei temperature which increased to its maximum in August commenced a 
gradual decrease from early September afterwards. 23.7°C which was observed 
on the 1st gradually decreased to 19.7°C by the 30th, showing a mean temperature 
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of 23 ,5oc, i.e. a more or Jess high value as compared with the average year (21.9°C). 
In studying the plankton of Mutsu Bay September is the month of a great 
interest bec~use in this month there occur two distinct ~h~enomena. The. first 
of these is the autumnal increase of Diatoms, a~d the other IS the appearance of. 
the forerunner of immigrant plankton from the tropics. . . 
, The plankton which had been.in a meagre state since early Apnl sud~enly 
developed a .rich flora on ;>ept. 7th. This increase was the autumnal m~x1mum 
of Diatoms and was caused by the vegetation of Chae(occros d>Stans, ass1sted by 
Ch. curvisetus and Ch. didymus, and accompanied by_ such ~arm water spe~t~S as 
Rhizosolenia ·cylindrus, Hemidiscus cuneiform'l's, C_hmacod'lutn_ F_r.auenfcl~'lanu~, 
.. I 1 S t b o e more trop1cal" speCies viz. and Cerataul-ina BergonH.- n ate ep em er. s m . 
Ch rostratus and Ch. coarctatus appeared. In zooplankton too there were found 
. water Copepoda e g Paracalanus aculeatus, Centropage§ yamadat, 
many warm _ • · · · F · ·u · 
Corvcaeus curtus and Euterpe acut~frons. Moreover Evadne tergest1na, ~nh ana 
bor;alis f. sargassi and Ceratocorys horrida also represented the .warm water. . Of 
I
. . ter plankton the Diatoms which· can be considered as trop1cal 
t1ese warm wa . . :t · d 
· · ants are Rhi..,osolcnia cylindrus, Ch. rostratus, Hemtdtscus cune1Jormt.S ,an 
Immlgr . . p l a r alus 
Climacodi·um Fraucnfcldianum, such zooplankton as araca a1tUS c.u e , 
Fritillaria borealis f. sargassi and Ceratocorys horrida likewise representmg .the 
. tropical immigrants. . 
The tropical feature of plankton which was first shown m late September 
became more and more distinct f~om early October on. On Sept. 1st were •fo~~d 
th tropical immigr~nts, i.e. Chaeto.ceos costatus, Ch. anastomosans, and Hen;z,td1s-. 
ree ., . ~-e: ach of which .is a true tropical species. On Sept. 15th there 
cus cunet1ormts, · h · M t 
was fou~d a distinct tropical immigrant, Calocalanus plumulosus, whic m u su 
Bay obviously demonstrates the arrival of tropical· water from the south .. The 
D"- toms also showed" a marked tropical feature by the appearance of Chaetoccros 
d
.m Ch paradoxum Ch. "denticulatus and Bacteriastrum comosum. Of these_ 
wcrsus, · • .- 0 th th 
four species Ch. diVersus is a typical immigrant from the troplCs.. n . e o er 
hand the number of species of Diatoms increased up to 62, of which Chaetoceros 
comprised 29. . · I 
D · g October the water temperature shows more or less rap1d decrease. n unn • · 14 2°C b th 
1950 the water temperature of Oct. 1st was 10.9°C, decreasmg to . Y e 
d f th nt
h The mean temperature of this month was 17.4°C, a temperature 
en o e mo . · 1 · · which is probably much lower than the critical temperature of trop1ca. orgamsms. 
. F hat has been so far mentioned it will be seen that m October, 
romw "h ·1 
especially in its latter half, the plankton of Mutsu Bay is enriched wit tropica 
species. As these tropical forms must be brought by the Tsushlma Current from 
the south it can be said that during autumn the strength of this current IS at Its 
height, and that its strength in Mutsu Bay might be estimated by the abundance 
of the above plankton.· 
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The warm water plankton which attained its maximum in late October passed 
its culmination by early November, though some tropical forms still remained 
and some new immigrants ( Ch. m%sanensiS, Ch. pscudocurvisetu.s) were yet. arriving. 
Such a change is indicated by the fact that Ch. distans, which had been taking a 
leading part, by early October was replaced by Ch. decipiens, a temperate species. 
Also, a cold water species, Ch. socialis, appeared in late November. In early 
December, when the water temperature rang~d around I O.O"C, the plankton was 
likewise outnumbered by Ch. decipiens, but the tendency of winter species such 
as Ch. debilis and Ch. socialis to increase became marked. The survivors of 
tropical species in this season were Ch. mcssanensis, Hemidiscus cune~formis, 
Ceratium platycorne, and C. pentagonum. By Sept. 15th the preponderance of 
the winter species became more and more distinct, but the hindermost representa-
tives of warm current, e.g. Ch. messanensis, Ceratium candelabrum still survived 
Taken altogether, the seasonal changes of plankton during 1950 can be sum-
marized as follows. January and Febr1,1ary were the months in which the winter 
species (Ch. debilis, Ch. socialis, Centropages abdomina/is) were in readiness to 
increase. During March a vernal maximum of Diatoms due to an outburst of 
vegetation of Ch. debilis and Ch. socialis was observed. This vegetation was 
followed by a rapid decrease from early April, in concomitance with the decrease 
of species. At the beginning of June the plankton decreased to the minimum of 
the year in number of species as well as in quantity. In early July the first sign 
of the occurrence .of sunimer species· was observed. During autumn two distinct 
phenomena occurred in turn, the one being the autumnal Diatom ma:Ximum and 
the other being the immigration of tropical speciee. The former occurred in early 
September, caused by the increase of Ch. distans, its abundance being .not so sur-
prising as that of the spring. The latter occurred from late September on and. 
was shown by the appearance of tropical species of Copepoda and Diatoms. 
These phenomena almost terminated by mid-November, and from then on the 
plankton gradually changed into winter form. 
(b) THE YEARLY CHANGE DURING THE PERIOD FROM 1947 to 1950. 
The change of the plankton stated here is concerning the four year period 
of 1947-1950. The yearly change of plankton (inter-yearly change, not intra-
yearly change) in a definite_ area seems to be repeated following a difinite course. 
Therefore the changes observed during the above four years c_an be considered 
to represent the state of changes in an indefinite period, so far as no remarkable 
change occurs in environmental conditions. In other words such c~anges as are 
described here will be repeated from year to year over along period. But this 
islikely to be the case only with so-called 'Net Plankton' which is relatively 
homogeneous in constitution and has the tendency of being firm and steady in the 
seasonal as well as the regional distribution. As to the megaloplankton, some 
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of which is a random frequenter of Mutsu Bay, the problem becomes quite 
different, the regularity of their occurrence being hardly possible to' assign to a 
definite period. This is probably because their period of occurrence is, if there 
are present, longer than one yeat, sometimes spreading over 'a series of years, and 
hence they often escape our attention. Examples of this kind in Mutsu Bay are 
such as the large medusae, e.g. Cyanea capillata, Rhopilema esculenta, Charybdea 
rastonii, etc., and Salpa vagina, a large tropical species, etc. Though the 
occurrence of these species' must be one of the chief concerns of the author the 
subject of the present.study is confined to the net plankton, so that the informa-
tion about the periodical change of the above species is reserved for another 
occasion. Therefore in the following pages the yearly change will be discussed 
by picking out some dominating species of the net plankton of a season. · 
· It can generally be accepted that the cause of the yearly change of the 
plankton has close bearing on the temperature of the water. Therefore in des-
cribing the yearly change, each of the four years will be compared with others in 
connection with the water temperature. Moreover for the sake of· convenience 
the description will be made dividing each year in four quarters. 
FIRST QUARTER. .The first quarter of the year, viz. from- January to 
March, is the period in which the change of temperature is relatively small. · The 
mean temperatures (mean value of 25 years, 1914-1950 except 1926) of January, 
February and March are respectively 5.7"C, 4.5"C and 5.6"C. The menthly mean 
of January, February and March of the four successive years is tabulated as 
follows. 
1947 1948 1949 1950 
JanuarY 5.6°C 4.9"C 7.4°C 5.5"C 
February 4.7°C 3.9°C I 4.6°C 5.8°C 
March 5.0°C 5.7"C 6.l"C 6.0°C 
The lowest temperature of the year occurs in late February, its value in 1947, 
!948, !949 and 1950 being respectively 3.0"C, 3.2"C, 6.0"C and S.l"C. The 
change of water temperature due to year,.i.e. yearly difference, is relatively large, 
especially in January and February. 
In each of the above four years the leading species of the "phytoplankton in 
January were Ch. socialis and Ch. debilis. This was a well-agreed fact through 
this period, suggesting no yearly .change of plankton during January. The species 
second to these species varied according to year, being in 1947 Ch. decipiens, 
Biddulphia sinensis, and Coscinoiiiscus concinnus, in 1948 Ch. affinis, in !949 Ch. 
constrictus, in 1950 Asterionella faponica and Rhiz. imbricata. On the othe~ hand 
it is worth a little attention that in 1947 Ch. debilis and Ch. socialis were relatively 
scarce, and instead Noctiluca was found in plenty. This probably means that 
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in January 1947 tlie plankton of last autumn survived yet in quantities. The 
zooplankto~ domi.nating this seaso~ \~ere Centropages abdonzinalis, Paracalawus 
pavus·, Sagitta crassa f. tiailwiensis and Noctituca sci1ttillans, of which the former 
two species were scarce in 1947-1948 and the latter one was scarce in 1049-1950. 
In February the leading species of Diatoms were just the same as in January, 
dominated by-Ch. debilis and Ch. socialis. Differences of these species due to year 
were almost nothing except in the year 1947 when Ch. socialis was slightly less 
tharl in other years. In other species of Diatoms some notable differences were 
found, e.g. in 1949 the leading species were Cit. ajfinis and Ch. compress,s, and 
Ch. radicans ·also occurred in abundance, such being not the Case with any of the 
other three years. · Among the .species which appeared in second abundance Nit.'J-
schia scriata showed an even occurrence, though in 1~50 only it was very scarce. 
The other species which showed the second abundance varied according to year. 
For instance Skeletonema costatum which occurred in moderate abundance was 
not found in other' years in any appreciable quantity. Other than the above 
species Ch. constrict"s appeared only in 1949 in moderate abundance, while Rhiz. 
acuminata, Astedonella japonica and Biddttlphia sinensis crowded only 1950. As 
for the zooplankton the main species dominating this season were C.entropages 
abdominaUs, Paracalanus pavus and Pseu.doealanus elongalus, though in 1949 
these species were very ~carce. 
Of the changes above me17tioned the species of Diatoms which appeared in 
1949 in abundance is noteworthy for the fact that all of them except Ch. debilis; 
Ch .. social is and. C h. constrictus are of temperate nature1 such species being ordinarily 
found from April afterwards. The occurrence of these species in the coldest season 
of the year may be accounted for as due to the unusually warm temperature of 
this month in 1949. 
During March the leading species varies from year to year. For instance 
in 1947 the speciee of highest abundance was Ch. debilis, in 1948 Ch. constrict"s 
and Ch. ajfinis, and in 1949 Nitzschia seriata and Coseinodiscus Wailesii, while 
in 1950 it was again Ch. debihs. Such changes were much more distinct. as 
compared with these in the preceding two months. This is probably ·due to the 
fact that March is a critical month, its biological conditions being on the verge 
of change from winter to spring. These conditions, however, cannot be explained 
from the single cause of temperature. This can be understood by the .fact that 
at the end of March the Diatoms often show an out bursting vegetation before the 
water temperature commences to increase. 
Summing up ,the above results it can be said that during the first quarter of 
the year the yearly change is so small that it can be called a constant period. The 
first quarter of each.year of 1947-1949 was represented by Ch. debilis and Ch. 
sociali;, which occurred invariably through this period of four years. The con-
stancy of these species is particularly distinct during· Feburary, while in January 
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and March the· occurrence of these species is slightly less constant. This is 
because ,in Tan nary there remains the effect of aUtumn plankton whose influence 
varies with the year, and in March there occurs the effect of spring plankton whose 
influence varies also with year. 
SECOND QUARTER. The second quarter is the period ranging from 
April to June. This period is the season in· which the water temperature in: 
creases steadly from early 1\.pril till late June. The mean temperatures (mean value 
of 25 years) of April, May and June are respectively 8.6°C, 12.1 oc and 16.2oC. It 
is a characteristic of the temperature of this season that in each of three 
months the temperature greatly varies with year. The monthly means of April, 
May and June of the four successive. years are tabulated as follows. 
1947 1948 1949 1950 
April 7.7"C 9.9"C 7.8"C IO.O"C 
May ll.6"C 13.4°C 12.soc 13.7°C 
June 14,3°C 16.9°C 14.7°C 16.7°C 
In April in 1947 the species which dominated the plankton of this period 
was Noctiluca scintillans, the second to this being Nitzschia seriata. In 1948 the 
Nocliluca wholly disappeared, the highest abundance being shown by C/1.. affinis 
which was almost absent in the preceding year. The second abundance was 
represented by Nitz. seriata, Ch. compress,s, and Rhiz. hebetata f. scntisp-ina etc. 
In 1949 Ch. ajfinis,.which dominated the preceding year, declined, and the lughcst 
abundance was gJ16\vn by Nitz. seriata and Noctiluca scintillans. In 1950 the lead-
ing species were,.Ch. debilis" and 'Nitz. seriata, the species secqnd to this being Ch. 
constrict"s, CH. decipiens and Noctil"ca sci-ntillans. Thus, in April the leadmg 
species varied from year to year, though Nitz. seriata and Noctiluca scintilla~s 
showed the tendency of appearing every year. The abundance ofCh. ~ffims m 
April1948 may be considered associated with the warm temperature of that. month. 
In May 1947, the coldest year of the four years, the Diatoms were almost 
lacking the highest and the next abundance being respectively represented by 
Ceniropages abddminalis and Paracalantts pav,s. In the next year; 1948, the 
above two species disappeared, and the' leading part was taken by Ch. ajfinis and 
Pseudocalan·us elongatu,s, the second abundance being shown by Sagitta crassa. 
In 1949 the condition again changed and the species which dominated the preced-
ing year disappeared, the leading part being taken by Centropages abdcminalis 
and Noctihtca scintillans. In 1950 the highest abundance was represented by 
Nitzschia seriata and Centropages abdomina/is, the second and the third abundance 
being respectively shown by Ch. debilis and Noctil,ca scintillans. 
From the above it will be seen that the yearly change of the dominant species 
in May is very distinct, as i~·the case in April. But taken altogether it can also · 
be said that in ·this month there is a tendency that the highest and the 
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seco"nd abundance are apt to be represented either by Nitzschia seriata or Centro-
pages abdominal-is, and 'in some cases by Noctiluca scin.tillans. 
In June 1947 Ch. decipiens topped the abundance figures, the next being 
Noctiiuca scintiilans. In June 1948 Ch. affinis showed the highest abundance 
in place of Ch. decipiens, which was the leading species of the preceding year. 
The species of the second abundance in this ye~r were Nitzschia seriata, Ch. 
deciplens, and Ch. dlstans. In 1949 the species dominating this month was 
Nitzschia seriata, the second and the third to this being Ch. affittis and Ch. distans. 
Lastly, in 1950 Nitzschia seriata, which was the leading species in the preceding 
year, was replaced by Noctituca scintil/ans. In short in June too the yearly 
change of plankton is remarkable, the highest· abundance being represented by 
any one or two of Ch. decipiens, Ch. affinis, Nitzschia seriata, or Noctilttca 
scin#llans. 
Summerising the change of the plankton above mentioned, it is evident that 
during the second quarter of the year the change of plankton due to year is very 
remarkable. The cause of such notable change might probably be that the change 
of temperature during this season varies to a great extent from year to :rear. It 
must be borne in mind.that during April and May rivers empty thawing water into 
Mutsu Bay in different quantities every year. This may give rise to the yearly 
change of the plankton as the freshet highly influences the environmental condi-
tions of the organisms. 
THIRD QUARTER. The third quarter covers the period from July to 
September. The characteristics of the water temperatures of this season are that 
during July •the temperature, which had been increasing since April, continues 
its increase till late July. During August the temperature becomes stable, ~bowing 
the warmest condition of the year, the highest temperature usually being found mo-
stly around the 15th of the month. From this afterwards through September the 
temperature gradually decreases. The mean temperatures (mean value of 25 
year) of July, August and September are respectively 20.7'C, 23.9'C, and 21.9'C. 
The monthly means of July, August and September of the four successive years 
are tabulatd as follows. 
1947 !948 1949 1950 
July 21.1 °C 21.4°C 16.0°C 21.6°C 
August 24.2°C 26.PC 23.1°C 25.7°C 
(25.6"C 15th) (28.0°C 17th) (26.6"C 14th) (27.S°C 17th) 
September I 0 21.3 c 
The temperature and dates.shown parenthesized in the above table denote 
the highest temperature of August and its date of observation. 
As has just been mentioned the yearly change . of the second quarter was 
very marked. This tendency is still held in the early part, viz. during July of 
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the third quarter. During July in 1947 the first and second abundance were 
represented by Dactyiiosulcn tcnuis and Cit. radican.s respectively, v:hile in 1948' 
these were respectively replaced by Ch. a[!inis and Ch. distims, but m 1949 these 
were represented by Ch. affinis, Ch. radicans, and Nitzschia scriala. Unllke these 
three years, in July 1950 the first and the second abundance ·were rcpresen ted by 
1
voctiluca s:;{ntz.'llans and Cl!. distans respectively. Thus it is to be noted that 
.during July the yearly change is very marked. Such a changeable tendency ~f 
this season is probably due to the fact that yearly fluctuation of oceanograph1c 
conditions during July is also very marked. · 
'Vith the advance of the season the abo\'e tendency undergoes a change. 
During August the first and the second abundance are represented ~Y. Cit. dhJ~~.s 
and C/l. affinir;, no change beilfg shown through the four years. The1e 1s, howe'~ , 
an· exceptional occurrence of 1\Toct-iluca sci·n.tilla1zs which. is, by nature, a species 
apt to show erratic occurrence according to circumstance: The ~anse of the 
disappearance of yearly change in August should be ascnbed to the ocem~o­
graphic conditions whose yearly fluctuation also became less as compared vnth 
that in preceding months. · 
The disappearance of yearly change observed in August bec~me more and 
more accentuated in September, thus producing a 'stable penod·; the ·first 
abundance being represented by C?t. distans, which continues _its predo~1inance 
from early August every year. The second abundance in September vanes mo:e 
or Jess with year, being rep~esented by Cit. afjinis in 1947, by Para~alanus m 
1948, by Ch. di<tfyihus in 1949, and by Ch. ctt,.visctus in 1950. In short Ch. 
distans predomh{;tted consistently among the plankton of August and September 
through the four years of 1947-1950. 
FOURTH QUARTER. This is the period covering the three months from 
October to Dece ... mber, in which the water temperature has a decreasing tendenc~. 
The rate of decrease in September and October is gradual but becomes rap1d 
from early November afterwards. It is notable that in the first two months 
the yearly fluctuations of water temperature are distinctly les~ than those of 
the second quarter in which the water temperature is increasmg. T~Is m~y 
possibly mean that during the second quarter the water temperature 1S left co 
the influence of air temperature in that season. In the fourt~ quarter, however, 
there is another factor influencing the water temperature, viz. the influx of ocean 
current whiCh flows in from the Tsugaru Strait, this current being of constant 
nature. ·in temperature. The mean tempertures (mean value of ~5 years) of 
1947 1948 I 1949 !950 
October 17.3"C I8.7°C 
18.9°C 17.4°C 
November ll.0°C 12.7?C ll.9°C 
12.8°C 
December 5.4°C 9.3°C 
7.9°C 8.2"C 
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September, October and November are 21.9'C, 17.7'C and 12.7'C respectively, 
the lowest temperatures observed. at the end of each month being 2.0'C, 15.4'C 
and 10.2'C respectively. 
It was noted in the preceding page that during the latter two thirds of the 
third quarter almost no yearly change was observed. This tendency has been 
held till October, the dominant species of four years being Ch. dista-ns. The 
species ?f second abundance, however, varies with the year as has been the caSe 
with September. 
Entering November the constancy of plankton above mentioned was dis-
continued, causing marked change from. year to year. The plankton which 
predominated in November of the four years varied in this order : Ch. subsecundus 
in 1947, Ch. setoe-nsis in 1948, Ch. co-nstrictus in 1949, Ch. dccipiens and Skclctonema 
costatum in 1950. 
The yearly change so far mentioned is concerned mainly with the endemic 
plankton, whereas there occurs in October the tropical plankton which is brought 
by oceanic current from the south. Differing from the endemic plankton this 
immigrant plankton shows but little change from year to year, at least in its 
constituents, because of its being oceanic plankton. The yearly change, if any, 
in this plankton bears a quite different meaning from that of endemic plankton. 
Namely the yearly change of immigrant plankton signifies the yearly fluctuation 
of oceanic current, while that of the endemic plankton merely denotes the change 
of the environmental conditions of the specific region. 
The yearly change which became very marked in early November held the 
same tendency till the end of December, the change of dominant species accord-
ing year being as follows: Ch. subsecundus and Ch. socialis in 1947, Ch. setoensis 
in 1948, Ch. constrictus in 1949, and Ch. decipiens in 1950. Thus it has been made 
clear that in the first month of the fourth quarter no yearly change was recognized, 
but in the latter two months the yearly change was prominent. 
Summing up the above results the following conclusions have been deduced. 
{I) In Mutsu Bay there are four periods in ·relation to the yearly change of 
the plankton. 
(2) The first period (Constant period) covers the period from January to 
February, in which similar plankton occur from year to year, thus 
showing no yearly change. The constancy of plankton in this period is 
indicated by the invariable vegetation of Ch. debilis and Ch. socialis 
every year. 
(3.) The second period (Varying period) covers the period from ·March to 
July, in which different plankton appears from year to year, thus showing 
distinct yearly change. The plankton which cause such change are Ch. 
affinis, Ch. decipiens, Ch. debilis, Ch. constrictus, Ch. radicans, Dact)'liosolen 
tenuis, Nitzschia seriata, Centropages abdominalis, and Noctiluca scintil-
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lans. 
(4) The third period (Constant period) covers the period from August to 
October, in which similar plankton occur from year to year, thus 
showing no yearly change. The constancy of plankton in this period 
is indicated by the constant vegetation of Ch. distans every year. 
{5) The fourth period (Varying period) covers the period from November 
to December, in 'l'hich ·different plankton appears from year to year, 
thus showing distinct yearly change. The plankton which cause such 
change are Ch. subsecundus, Ch. setoensis, Ch. constrictus, Ch. decipiens, 
and Sheletonm a costa tum. 
CHAPTER II General Survey of the Plankton Organisms. 
' 
Needless to say the plankton exist in myrids species of plant and animal 
life. Therefore to study properly the composition of the plankton one must 
inquire into every form of pelagic life which occur in all classes of the plant 
and animal kingdom. At the same time, however, it is also true that when the aim 
of the study is centered on some practical purpose say fishery investigation, the 
above idea is not always the case, because in most practical plankton study the 
subject of the investigation is definitely "Net plankton" which does not necessari-
ly include any novel species of large medusae. Therefore it may not be too much 
to say that the study of the net plankton can never be the study of organisms 
other than the Diatoms·aild Copepods. If the Dinoflagellata, Copelata a11d Chaeto-
gmitha are added·~to the above two groups the net plantkon well represents the 
whole plankton in practical sense. Indeed in any time and region of the world 
there may be no collection in which no Diatoms Or Copepoda are contained. 
This is the reason why ignorance of the above two groups is inexcusable in any 
one who wants to study the practical plankton. Especially when the object of 
an investigation is a quantitative finding the final analysis must be made from 
the study of the above two groups. 
. In the present investigation too, importance has been attached to the Diatoms 
and Copepods as the bulk of the plankton consisted of these two groups. The 
importance of these two group is not only because of its quantity but also that 
in these groups there are many species which are the so-called "Indicators" of ocean 
current and become a strong clue in tracing the movement of water masses. In 
the present study the phytoplankton was exclusively represented by the Diatoms, 
its species numbering 129 .. The zooplankton is represented by Copepods its 
species numbering 37. In these spedes of two groups are included many ''indicator 
species" which are indicative of warm or cold current. 
In the study of plankton a matter of great concern is the naming of the species. 
Even though the investigator is well trained the. difficulty of identification can 
not always be overcome. Especially when the study is concerned with ecology 
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the authentic identification of every species is extremely hard if not impossible 
because it is u~ually the case that numerical treatm~nt of ext~nsive collections i~ 
hoped for to proceed acceptablY. In the present investigation, too, the author 
is not convinced that the infallible naming of species is attained, but reservedly 
it can be said that he nears exactitude . . 
(A) Diatoms. 
Among the chief constituents of the pelagic community in Mutsu Bay the 
Diatoms are the first in numerical as well as species abundance. Concerning the 
abundance of plankton Diatoms off the Japanese coast the author (Kokubo 1939) 
made a ~tudy in which it was reported that of the sixteen representative stations 
along the coast of Japan, i.Vlutsu Bay is the fifth in order of Diatom abundance, 
its annual average of the cells ·per litre of water being 37002. In another study 
by the same author (Kokubo, 1934) the abundance was measured in volume, it 
being found that this ranged from the minimum of 15,9 cc to the maximum of 
1672 cc, with the average of 229 cc per litre of water. According to Moberg (1925) 
3,1 cc of Diatoms measured I mg in dry weight, then 229 cc equals 74 mg. As 
the volume of water in Mutsu Bay measures 70,000 million cubic meters 74 mg 
per litre results in 5180 tons of dry matter. 
As regards the species of plankton Diatoms Yendo ( 1905) reported 50 species 
from the plankton of Misaki, Japan. Okamura ( 1911) enumerated 57 species from 
the coastal waters of Japan. Akatsuka ( 1914) counted 202 species from the 
plankton of Takashima (Hokkaido), including, however, many meropelagic species. 
Gran and Angst (1931) reported 93 pelagic species from Puget Sound. Allen and 
Cupp ( 1935) found 127 species from the plankton of the Java Seas. Kokubo 
(1929) found 160 species from the neritic plankton collected at the sixteen coastal 
stations of Japan. In the present investigation 129 species of plankton diatoms 
have been found. 
Of many genera which appear in planktc:-m the;fe are but few genera which 
have quantitative importance. Kokubo (1931-1940), in his study of plankton 
Diatoms. enumerated the main genera of Diatoms as follows, in quantitative order: 
(!) Ske!etoncma, (2), Chactoceros (3) Thalassiothrix, (4) Thalassiosira, (5) Nitzschia, 
(6) Eucampia, (7) Asterionclla, (8) Rhizoso/enia. But the degree of importance 
somewhat varies according to the method of me~suring. In the above study 
the measurement was made by counting the number of cells per litre of water, 
thus resulting in the first abundance of Skeletone;na which is composed of 
numerous minute cells. However in the present study in which the volume of 
Diatoms was measured the first part is taken by Chaetocer~s which is provided 
with numerous long setae. In the present study the quantitative importance of 
,~ach genus according to rough estim·ation seems to have been as foJiows. {1) 
Ch1J~J~cros (2) CoscinoJiscus, (3) Nit"'chia, (4) Skcletonenta, (5) Rhi.zosolcnia, 
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(6) Asterionclla(7) Biddulphia; (8) Thaiassio!hrix. 
As can. be seen in Table I and II the number of genera occurring in the present 
study included the following 32 genera. 
Amplwra Cyclotella N'wicula 
Acti11optychus Dactyliosolen Nitzschia 
Asterion ella Diploneis 
Pleurogramma. 
A steromphalus Dit,ylum Pleurosigma 
B acteriasterum Eucampia Rltizosolenia 
Biddulphia Guinardia 
S!wlctonenta 
Campylodiscus Hemiaultts Stcphanopy:J.'is 
Cerataulina Hemidiscus Thalassiowmut 
Climacodium Lautleria Thalassiosim 
Corethron LcptocyUndrus Thalassiothrix 
CoscinodiscuS Licmophora 
As has previously been stated Diatom studies ·can be important: firstly for 
quantitative reasons, i.e.
1 
from the standpoint of productivity of the s.ea ; secondly 
for hydrographic reasons, i.e., as they serve to discriminate whether a water mass 
is tropicaL subtropical, arctic or lleritic in its· origin ; and thirdly for the rea~on 
of taxonomic interest. Such relations of the Diatoms have attracted the attentwn 
of planktologists, and a good many studies hitherto have be:n made. But it 
should be noted that the particulars of these points vary accordmg to the localrty · 
For instance it often results that at a certain locality a certain species becomes 
the indicator of warm current, while in anotlier locality another species is the 
indicator of waj:·tll current. Likewise in the case of Diatoms vegetation in a 
definite season the species flourishing then greatly differ according to the locality· 
Also, as regards the species of Diatoms. the endemic species naturally vary with 
locality. . . . · 
Therefore such a study should be made in any locality where it is thought 
to be important to analyse the conditions of movement or n~ixing of ;vater masses, 
and especially when ·it is hard to study such relations by the ordmary method 
of physical or chemical oceanography. For such purposes of lnologrcal oceano-
graphy the characteristics of each species of Diatoms must throughly be studred 
every where, like the present case of Mutsu Bay. In what follows descriptions 
of Diatoms will be given, importance being attached to their ecology. However, 
it should be borne in mind that the ecological ·characteristics especially their 
being an indicator of ocean current, are mainly applicable for l\1utsu Bay ~nd 
for the Japan Sea. As concerns of the Pacific side of Japan they must be stuched 
separately as the present results. may not possibly be applicable there. 
(1) C!raetocero,s 
Putting aside the taxonomical significance and characteristic of Chaetocc:ros 
there can be no objection to saying that the genus Chaeloceros is the most impor-
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tant genus of t he pelagic Diatoms in the practical sense. The importance of this 
genus is not only that it includes numerous species, most of which are. pelagic, ei-
ther neritic or oceanic, but also that some species of t his genus have the power of 
vigorous vegetation, being the primary producer of organic matter in the sea. 
The number of species of Chaetoccros hitherto found in the world is tremendous, 
though some of them seem to be dou btfnl. Concerning the species of J apanese 
Chactoccras, Yendo (1905) enumerated 6 species ; Okamura (1907) 26 species; 
Akatsuka (1914) 36 species; Ikari (1926- 1928) 30 species; Kokubo (1931- 1940) 
30 species. 
I n his work Gran (1905) illustrated 49 species which were found in north 
European seas; Gran & Angst ( 1929) found 25 species in Puget Sound, Washing-
ton ; Lebour ( 1930) illustrated 59 species from the plankton of northern seas of 
Europe; Hustedt ( 1930) illustrated 66 species as hitherto known exact species ; 
Allen and Cupp (1935) reported 22 species from Java Sea; Cupp (1943) found 44 
species along the west Coast of North America. Summing up the abo,·e litera-
tures it follows that the Chaetoceros of the world are of about I 17 species, of them 
the Japanese species being about 74 species. 
In the present investigation 51 species (Table II) of Chaetoceros were found, 
the number of species covering about 40% of the total Diatom species aforemen-
tioned ( 129 species) . This percentage alone is evidence of the importance of 
Chaetoceros in the realm of pelagic Diatoms. As to the species of Chactoceros of 
Mutsu Bay G further species (Ch. laciniosus, Ch. seiracanthus, Ch. Frichei, Ch. 
pacificus, Ch. holsaticum, Ch. pclagic·lts) which were found in other years must be 
added, the number of species thus coming to 7 in all. 
(a) Powe1' of the vegetation of Chactoceros. It is well known that when the 
Diatoms show a prominent vegetation the Chaetoceros often plays a major part, 
the association sometimes consisting of Chaetoccros exclusively. In Mutsu Bay, 
too, such has very often been the case, suggesting that the power of vegetation 
i.e. t he production power of C!taetoceros is enormously la rge. According to the 
author's results (Kokubo, 1932) in Mutsu Bay in 1929 the vernal and autumnal 
maximum of Diat oms were respectively observed on March 30th and Sept. 1st, 
both being mainly due to the vegetation of Chaetoceros. In the vernal maximum 
the percentage of Chaetoccros to total Diatoms was about 90% (in cell number) 
and in the autumnal maximum the percentage was about 81 %· According to 
Ueno & Ogawa ( 1951) who studied the summer plankton (August) of Bungo Channel 
(Pacific coast) the individual number of Cluwtoceros per cubic meter of water, in 
an example was about 3,530,000 the number being about 60% of the total number 
of Diatoms. But this does not indicate that all species of Chactoceros vegetate 
equally actively . In their case the flourishing was mainly due to the vegetation 
of Ch. /)seudocurvisetus, a tropical species. Other species secondary to this were 
Ch. compressus, Cit. decipiens, and Ch. affinis. 
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Thus it is obvious that Chaetoceros has great power of producing organic 
matter in natural seas. But the mass, i.e. density, of organic matter produced 
by them greatly varies with species. This is because each species of Chaetocel'OS 
has different cell structure, some species having a very thin cell wall and dilute 
cell contents, while others have a thick cell wall and concentrated cell contents. 
Examples of the former are Ch. distans, Ch./aciniosus, Cit. brevis, Ch.. anastomosaus, 
C h. costatus and C h. rostratus, and those of the latter being C h. coarctaius, C h. 
atlanticus, Ch. borealis Clt. a.ffinis and Cit. decipiens, Ch. densus. In considering 
the productivit y of Chaetoceros it should be noted that because the vegetation 
activity is great it does not necessarily follow that each species of C haetoceros 
propagates equally \tigorously. The vegetation power of each species is largely 
det erm ined by its proper nature. However good the condit ions may be some 
species never propagate profusely, while other species vegetate actively provided 
only that the environmental conditions are suitable. 
In so far as the Chaetoceros of Mutsu Bay is concerned the species which have 
the power of vegetating very profusely, and consequently govern the productivity , 




C h. clebilis* 
C h. snbsecwtdu.s* 




C h. constrict us 
Ch. radicans 
Ch. setoensis 
OI the above 12 species the ones which are denoted with asterisks are the most 
important not only in J apan but also anywhere in the world. Other than t]JC 
above species U cda ( 1950) reports the immense occurrence of C h. coarctatus and 
Cit. dcnticu/attts in Uranouchi Bay. According to Ueno & Ogawa (1951) Cit. pseudo-
curvi~etns predoninated among the Diatoms of Bungo Channel in August 1950. 
But such a rank of productiveness is not always common in all localities. 
For instance, Allen (1945) ranked the species of Chaetoceros of Southern California 
in the following order; Ch. radicans, Cit. compressus, Ch. concavicomis, Ch. debilis, 
Ch. lorcnzianus, etc. This order is, however, qu ite unlike that in Mutsu Bay, 
convincing us that an example in one place is not always indicative of another 
place. 
(b) Chaetoceros as an Indicator Species . As respects the use of Dia toms 
as an indicator of water masses there can be distinguished two integrated types 
of study. 
I. Patterns of water in a certain area are studied and compared with respect 
to the quantity or species of Diatoms. The water mass or flow of water can 
be detected by tracing the water with the same density or same kinds of 
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Diatoms. This is partly based on the idea that the inshore water is rich in 
neritic Diatoms, while the offshore water contains a few oceanic Diatoms. 
Such studies are concerned with the distribution of Diatoms in a wide 
area. · Cleve's classical work and later. many works in which the types 
of phytoplankton in the North Atlantic were studied are examples of this 
kind. From then on Sverdrup & Allen ( 1940?) studied the water masses 
and currents of South California by counting the number of Diatom 
cells. 
II. Diatoms occurring in a definite station are studied through all seasons, 
importance being attached to the taxonomical as well as ecological 
charactristics, so as to reveal whether it is tropical .or subtropical, arctic 
or subarctic, or if it is a temperate species. If this is throughly studied 
the nature of water masses frequenting the location can be determined 
by the study of Diatom species. Early appearance of tr~pical species 
in quantity in a certain year will represent greater strength of warm 
current in that year. This is a very exact method as some species of 
Diatoms particularly prefer their proper temperatures. 
In this regard Chaetoceros is especially suited for the present purpose, provided 
that the investigator is trained to identify enough species. The close identifica-
tion of the species of Chaetoceros is indeed a tiresome work, yet it is worth while 
doing this as it is very important as an indicator. The more experienced the 
worker in the Chaeto.ccros study the more his capability of using indicator species 
incr·eases. According to the results of the present investigation the species of 
Chaetoccros, as classified by temperature conditions, can be tabulated as follows. 
(I) Tropical species. Ch. coarctat<ts, Ch. diversus, Ch. mcssancnsis, Ch. 
pscudocurVisetus. 
(2) Subtropical species. Ch. anastomosans, Ch. costat<ts, Ch. denticulat<ts, · 
Ch. laCiniosus,. Ch. Lauileri, Ch. paradoxum, Ch. rostratus, Ch. tetrastichon. 
(3) South temperate species. Ch. ajjinis, Ch. brevis, Ch. crinitt<s, Ch. 
curviset,;s, Ch. distans, Ch. didym<ts, Ch. Frichei, Ch.· lorenzian"s, Ch. 
setoensls, Ch. siamense, Ch. Wiissflogii. 
(4) North temperate species. Ch. atf. v. Willei, Ch. borealis, Ch. compress.z.s, 
Ch. constrict"s, Ch. danicus, Ch. debilis, Ch. decipiens, Ch. deci. v. 
singularis, Ch. densus, Ch. holsaticus, Ch. mitra, Ch. radicans, Ch. se-
iracanthus, Ch. socialis, Ch. subsecu-ndus, Ch. tortissimus. 
( 5) Boreal and arctic species. Ch. atlantic<ts, Ch. concavicornis, Ch. convoltus, 
Ch. conca. f. volans, Ch. teres. 
In the above the Diatoms were classified into 5 ecological groups. Of these 
species the tropical and subtropical species which distinctly indicate the Tsushima 
Current are the following 7 species ; Ch. divers~ts, Ch. messanensis, Ch. anastomosans, 
Ch .. coarctat<tS, Ch. pseudocurvisetus, Ch. rostratus, and Ch. costat<ts. All these 
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species are very scarce in quantity, especially Ch. diversus which is the most 
accurate representative of tropical Diatoms, being of least abundance. In terms 
of comparative abundance another five species are; Ch. cdstat1ts, Ch. anastomosans, 
Ch. rostratus, Ch. nwssanensis and Ch. laovis. Of ~he above five species the fore-
runner in each year is Ch. costatus, usually appearing in mid-September, followed 
by Ch. coarctat.us, Ch. anastomosans and Ch. rostratus. Ch. nwssanens£s and Cit. co-
arctatus are well known tropical species; being however, marked eurytherm ,species, 
their northern distribution reaches as great a distance as to the west coast of 
Hokkaidi'> or sometimes even the west coast of Saghalien. Contrasted with these 
two species Ch. cliversus is by far more tropical in ecological nature, hut because 
of its stenotherm character it perishes before it reaches the \Vest coast of Hokkaid6. 
As respects the distribution of the above tropical Diatoms on the Pacific 
side of Japan available data seems to have been very scarce. Ueda ( 1945) 
reported the presenc~ of Ch. divers-us and Cit. messanensis in Uranouchi Bay 
(Pacific coast of K6chi Prefecture), the former occurring in November and the 
latter during the period from November to December. Ueno & Ogawa ( 1950) 
studied the plankton Diatoms ofJ Shionomisaki (Wakayama Prefecture) and 
reported the occurrence of Ch. messanensis,_ recording however no Ch. diversus. 
The same authors (1951) thereafter recorded Ch. diwrsus and Ch. messanensis 
in Kii Channel. Regarding the northernmost distribution of Ch. dt:vcrs1ts there 
seems to be no data excepting for the above two -studies. As to the distribution 
·of Ch. tn.essanensr:$ and Ch-. cuarctv.Ius it is surmised that they probably r~ach the 
coast of southGf[T1' Hokkaid6, bec<~:use they are eurythermal species. 
As stated ~isewhere the boreal and arctic species listed in the foregoing table 
do not appear so regularly in Mutsu Bay as do the tropical species, their abundance 
being very low in addition. This is .due to the fact that the influx of boreal water 
from the Japan Sea during May is rather erratic, its strength being very weak. 
The south and north temperate species which comprise the bulk of the Diatoms 
of Muisu Bay are very difficult to distinguish from one another. The distinctions 
between south temperate and subtropical, between north temperate and boreal 
are also difficult, as Diatoms of each group have the power of adaptation, being 
capable of thriving in a certain range of temperature. For instance despite the 
fact that the Ch. atla-nHcus is a typical arctic and oceanic species it thrives· in 
Uranouchi Bay, a milieu like a salt lake, in Tosa, a warm district in southern 
Japan. Another instance of this kind is Ch. messanensis aforementioned. 
This species is a typical one, but it is also found, though rarely, on the west 
coast of Saghalien. 
(2) . Autecolo,gy of impo~tant Chaetoceros. 
The description of Chaetoceros given here are mainly concerned with the ecology 
of each species, the common description of morphology being curtailed except 
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for special cases. This is because in u l 
of each species of Diatoms ho ed for s~a cases of plankton study the knowledge 
descriptions which may be f dp. t y practical mvestigators is autecological 
0 n ec use to them. 
Sp. I. Chaetoceros atfinis LAUDER 
The present species ranks the first in lts . 
dominates the plankton of Mutsu Ba ' . abu~dance, of Chaetoceros wbiclr 
of the 'phytoplankt Tl y, rts productiveness berng second to none 
on. le vegetatron of tl . . . . 
supplies food not or1ly for tl fi h ns specres rs rmportant because it 
. le s es or clams but l f tl . such as Copepoda 
1 
p - a so or re ammal plankton 
. anc rotozoa . thus it b . tl . production. ' ecomes le -effective origin of fishery 
On examining the stomach cont t f . . . 
notice that the terminal spin f tl . en ~ ~archne by microscope one will often 
e 0 us species IS left und' t d · 
proving to what extent th d' . rges e m a great quantity, 
e sar me subststs on this I t It . l 
found that N octiluca sct'•tl'll . I . . p an . rs a so commonly '· -~,aus IS c evourmg th' Cl. I . often found to be full [ th' . rs tae oceros; therr stomachs are 
o IS spectes. 
As regards the seasonal histor CT . . . 
temperate species I d d . M y '· afjinzs IS generally believed to be a south 
. n ee m u.tsu Bay It usually fl . I . . 
sometimes during summ r 'd' ouns 1es m sprmg or autumn, 
- . e ' avOI mg the coldest season f th 
observation it is found to b . 
0 
e year. But on close 
£ . e present m small numbers all tl 
o seasonal chang it usual! , a ears f _ . 1e year round. In case 
Ch. debilis and Ch social' ) . ppb a ter the declme of winter species such as 
. .s, OI su sequent to the veg t t' f C' 
never appearing in so warm d' . e a wn o. lt. decipiens, but 
a con Itwns as Ch dista f v 
as it is,it is very often observed th t 't fl . . . "' p~e ·ers .. 'farm temperate 
decipiens, which is usually thou ht\ I ounshes precedmg the vegetation of Ch-. 
. In Mutsu Bay two forms of tlg o be boreal or north temperate in nature. 
l
. us species 1 e forma s · ul · f ts, are found The f . f ' · · zng ans and erma circina~ 
. ormer IS ·ound mainly d . tl . 
though very low in ab d . unng le penod from May to July 
un ance. Peculiar to this f . h . . ' 
parallel with the apical a .· T.J orm IS t e spme which runs 
XIS. 1e present fo I! type, but in some cases it . rma usua y occurs together with the 
F 
. ' appears m plenty when th t .. l 




e ype IS a most absent. 
pecu Iar y curved sp · n 
than the above forms Ch ffl· . . . I es occurs very rarely. Other 
· · q !IllS v. Wtllet a well k · . 
IS also comn~only found in Mutsu Bay. ' . nown vanety of this species, 
Concermng the morphology of this s . ecie . . 
shape remarkably Seas 11 't . p s It IS well known that it varies its 
. . . ona y I IS remarkable that tl "f " 
IS wide during -summer and d . . le oramen of this species 
f 
. narrow urmg wmter . Tl h tl . . 
act about Ch. deczpiens it i al th . . wug us IS a well known . ' s so e case with Ch ,-rr, • w " 
IS narrowed extremely 't f . . a.~.,mzs. hen the foramen" 
. I s orm approximates the shape f W ·u . . 
the author that Ostenfeld stated that v . . . . o v. ' et; this reminds 
Another interesting point resp t" . Wtllet IS the northern form of Ch. affinis. 
ec mg morphology is tl " . l " 
valve of the terminal cell Th le spmu e found on the 
. . e present author observed tl t th' ' . 
mment in southern samples d . la IS spmu]e' is pro~ an IS small or i . 'bl nVISI e, somet.imes completely 
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absent in northern samples. There seems to be a slight tendency that in ·a 
temperate locality the "spinule" is more· marked · in summer than in winter. 
Probably for this reason the authors (Allen & Cupp. 1935) who observed southern 
materials gave ftgures in which the trspinule" is drawn distinctly, while the authors 
(Gran 1905, etc) who studied northern materials gav~ figures without "spinule". 
At any rate the form of Cit. affinis shows remarkable changes seasonally and 
locally ; this may be the r~ason why different authors gave different figures which 
often confuse beginners. 
Sp. 2. Chaetoceros anastomosans GRAN. 
Ch. anastomosans is a quite particular species in having a peculiar spine 
which is very th_in and delicate, connected with corresponding setae of the nexf 
cell by a bridge-like spine called "cross piece''. From this peculiarity the present 
species can never be confused_ with other species. However, the cell wall and 
setae are so thin that its peculiar existence may often be overlooked when it is 
overwhelmed by other species. 
Probably for the above reason the present species has so far attracted but 
little attention in Japan. Except for Ilmri's (1926-1928) report in which it 
was found at Oshoro (Hokkaido) and Seto (Wakayama Prefecture) no record seems 
to have been made. Although Ikari found it at Oshoro Akatsuka (1914) did 
not record it at Takashima (I-Iokkaid6), hinting the scarcity or absence of this 
species in localities further north than Oshoro. J'he present species is south 
temperate or sub.tropical. This is evident from the locality so far recorded by 
Ikari ( 1926-192'8), Cupp ( 1943) and Lebour (1930). 
In Mutsu Bay the present species occurs from October till late November, 
and suggests the influx of Tsushima Current, it being the indicator of warm current. 
As to its origin it is surmised that the present species was probably produced from 
the South China Sea or thereabout, as it is not recorded in the Java Sea by Allen 
& Cupp (1935). By nature the present species seems to be incapable of showing 
vigorous vegetation; its abunndance in Mutsu ·Bay i~ very low. 
Sp. 3. Chaetoceros atla>ttic-us CLEVE. 
Ch. atlanticus is well known as a typical arctic and boreal s_pecies. Due to 
its pronounced feature it can never be confused with other species. The morpholo-
gical peculiarity consists in that its shell is more or less large and robust, it. has 
thick setae ; and each valve of the cell is provided with a conspicuous spine 
(spinule), thus showing an impressive feature. 
The present author (Kokubo, 1931-1940) has found this species in the plank-
ton catches of northern Japa.n, ,especially in winter, e.g. in moderate abundance 
at Hanasaki and Takashima in H?kkaid6. Aikawa ( !936) stated t!1at this 
species is common as a plankton of Oyashio Current. . Though this species is said 
to be arctic one its eurythermal character allows its distibution to extend as far 
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south as KOchi Prefecture. Oceanic as it is, it is found in an enclosed region of 
Uranonchi Bay, a stagnant inlet like a lake in the Pacific coast of K6chi Prefec-
ture. In Mutsu Bay it is an indicator of cold current and has been fqund during 
May to June in low abundance, its origin probably being the northern waters of 
the Japan Sea. As respects the quantity of this species it is likely th<it because 
of its oceanic nature it does not shO\v active vegetation, at least in neritic regions. 
Sp. 4. Chaetoceros coarctatus LAUDER. 
Ch. coarctatus is one of the most representative tropical Diatoms, having a 
characteristic "form which enables even beginners to distinguish it from other 
species. The first characteristic which gives this species a salient feature is its 
spines. The terminal spines, ~specially the posterior ones, of this species are 
extraordinarily thick and robust, in some cases as thick as the frustule itself. 
The second characteristic is that it usually has attached to it a species of Vorticella, 
sometimes in such large numbers that it looks as if it was wholly covered \vith 
these organisms. From these characteristics a colony of Clz. coarctatus gh~es 
the observer an impression of great massiveness and heavy feelings. 
Ch. coarctatus is a well known tropical and subtropical species, being very 
common in southern seas. According to Wood (1951) in Australian waters this 
species is an indicator of tropical current, occurring from New Guinea.to Montague 
Island and farther south. As to the seasonal history of this species in Mutsu 
Bay it has been found that it usually appears very much earlier than other tropical 
species. The earliest ~ecord of the occurrence of this species has been July 21st 
1950 and the latest record has been December 12th 1948, the interval. being the 
warm season. Akatsuka (1914) reported that this.species appears during summer 
at Takashima (Hokkaido) where other tropical species are found only rarely. These 
records suggest the difference of this species from other tropical species which 
usually appear from October on. This is probably because this species is no 
doubt a tropical species, but with very wide adaptahility to varying tempera-
tures. And hence in its native seas it begins the northward travel in ad\~ance 
of other tropical species, thus being enabled to reach far north relatively early. 
Sp. 5. Chaetoccros concavicomis MANGIN. 
Among many species of Chaetoceros there are several species in which all setae 
bend toward the lower end of the chain. The most prominent one of this kind 
is Ch. coarctatu.s above mentioned. The second to this is the present species 
which, however, greatly differs from Ch. coarctat-us in other respects, and generally 
seems to occur nowhere in great abundance. Though its abundance is li~ited 
its occurrence deserves attention because it is oceanic and is an indicator of cold 
waters. According to Akatsuka (1914) Ch. concavicomis occurs during the period 
from January to July, avoiding the warm period. In Mutsu Bay a quite similar 
tendency was observed in 1950, and moreover another tendency that this species 
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. . M from without was observed (Kokubo, 1950). 
enters into _Mutsu B~y dunng ay a11ecl Ch. concavicornis f. volans. This forma 
The present specws has a forma c . b . solitary cell Of this forma 
. h l f m the type by lts emg a ' . 
is well distingms ec ro . . I st reversed as compared with the 
. . 'I t . t seasonal occurrence 15 a mo 
it is strtkmg "1a 1 s . th. f a occurs dnring the warm season 
. . h . . cold water VIZ. • IS orm 
type, wh1ch t nves m ' dl h by Almtsulm(1914) in his study 
S h lation is marke Y s m'vn ' 
of the year. . uc are . . 1943 also suagested that this forma is more 
of the Diatoms of Takashm\a. Cupp ( ) t has not been necessarily the 
th rn than the type. But in Mutsu Bay sue' 
soue ·ethe forma often occurs in company with the type. 
cas , 
S 6 Cha,toceros convoltus CASTRACANE. . 
. P· : r T ~imilar in its appearance to the precedmg one. 
Ch. convoltus lS a speCles ve Y d. t. . hable in the following points: 
d b · ng however 1s mgms 
It has setae bent down war s, el . ' th. ed with thin slender spines, 
lt e relatively m, .arm 
(1) t)le setae of Ch. conco .us a: I thick and armed with thick, 
f C h ncn:uicor·nts are more or ess . 
while those o . co . . "R h lien" is distinct inCh. convoltus, 
conspicuous spines ; (2) the glr. die zone. m. 'd' eze t in Ch concnvicornis ; (3) 
h t while It IS ru nnen ary "· ,, . having a notch at t e su ure. . th. l f cell length, while it lS 
h . dl , ne IS about one Ire o 
in Cit. convoltus t e gir e zo . . r less twisted in Ch. convolhts, 
narrower inCh. conca.vicon~is ; ( 4) the ch_am IS more o . 
· . · · t is not tw1sted. 
while in Ch. concav~coutt.s 1 . . l to Ch concavicor·nis, being boreal and 
Ch. convoltus is alike also. 111 lts eco og~ . .t re. ·,t occurs in Mutsu Bay i.n 
f being oceamc In na u 
arctic. Probably because o e in May is probably caused by 
- · ar Its appearanc · 
a lowest abundanc~ every ye . . Akatsuka (1914) reported only 
f J,:. . ter from Tsugaru Stralt. . 
the influx o oc nlc w~ . 'n Februar and March at Takashima, this timC 
a few occurrences of this specieS 1 . y ture Astonishing, as respects 
. bl as seen from lts proper na . 
interval bemg resona e It . hl. ell as high an abundance as . · c: ' ( 1943) resu s m w 
the present spec1es, '" ~upp s f tly off southern California. 
1,500,000 per litre was recorded to occur requen 
S 7 Chaetoceros constrictus GRAN. . . 
• p. . . tant species in Mutsu Bay, sometlmes 
Ch. constY1:ctus is one of the I_mp_or II ](nown to be of neritic and north 
. b d This spec1es 1s genera Y . . ) 
showing hlgh a un ance. t d that at Takashima (Hokkmd6 
t Akatsuka ( 1914) rep or e . 
temperate na ure. b . g however most abundant during 
this species occurs through all se:s~ns,th e:ldest seaso~ of the year. In Mutsu 
the period t~on_' ~~ce;::~~:~,~::~,e' ~~~ter eseason, usually occurring from January 
Bay, too, IS IS e . f d . November and December m a gre3;t 
to May ; in 1949, however, lt was oun m 
abundance. . h ld be taken so as not to confuse it 
In identifying the present species c~re s ~~~h ::tppears during autumn in Mutsu 
with Cit. Van Hcurcki. The latter specle.s, w d. ' be dl'stinguished by the struc-
. d · th sent spee1es an can · 
Bay, is closely alhe to e pre r htl thicker terminal setae. The resting 
ture of the resting spore, and by s lg y 
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spore of the present .. species .has no pallisade spine on the secondary 
of Ch. Van Her#ck'·'· has. . valve; that 
Sp. 8. Chaetoceros compressus LAUDER. 
t Ch. compressus is a distinct and important species distributed from south 
:mp~rate to boreal seas, and Often found in arctic seas ill abundance. In Mutsu 
bt~{ii~t vegetates from February to April, and also from August to September, 
com re smal: number ~tIS found all the year round. Cupp (1943) staled thatCh. 
b p d ssus lS a very Important species along the California coasts and is found 
a un antly off southern California from March to Tune and . ' . 
in November and December. ~ ,· m some years agam 
. Ch. compres~u~ i~ a small siz~d species as compared with others and has a 
un~q~~ ch~ractenshc m having particularly thick, short and waved setae here 
an .ere m the co~ony. These spines give the colony a peculiar a earance 
and makes it possible to distinguish them very easily from th pp ' for · h' · o er specws except 
rare cases m w Ich a colony develops none of the above setae. ' 
Sp. 9. Chaetoceros costatus PAVILLARD. 
C h. costatus is a small C haetoceros which has .the characteristic of havin 
~any mtercalary bands on the girdle of the Irustule by which it is distinguishe~ 
rom common species In T apan th 
1 
· • e present species has so far been very little 
.'"own, the only record pro.bably being Ikari's (1926-·19?8) st d h' l 1t at Seo (W 
1 
· . - n Y w 1c1 reports 
' . amyama Prefecture). According to Cupp (1943) th· . 
water sp · d · f d. · · 1s 1s a warm 
B 
. eCles an IS oun in great abundance in the Gulf ofCaliforni·a In M t 
ay 1t cc 1 · 1 · u su . . o _urs on y m ow abundance from September tHl December· and is an 
md!cator of the Tsushima Current, probably being of south tel.n. perate or sub-
troph:.al nature. 
Sp. 10. Chaetoceros debilis CLEVE. 
C h. debi/is is a species easily distinguishable from other . . 
chtahracteristic feature : chains strongly curved and twisted, with cu:.~:~e:et~; a~~ 
Wl out spec1al terminal cells Th . . . . . . e present spec.tes IS one of the most' important 
~:;:::. m Its abundance, being second to none in productive po,ver of the organic 
This is a we11 known cold water species, and is regarded as an arctic s ecies 
by some authors (Lebour 1930) (Gran 1a05) d 1 · . P by another author (C .' ' v.' ' an as a nort 1 temperate species 
, . . ~pp, 1943). Accordmg to Akatsuka (1914) Ch. debi/is, at 
fakash!ma, occurs dunng the period from October to April the h; h t b d b · · b d • ~g es a un ance 
f
eiUng o ser~e from November to January. Ueda (1950) sh;died Chacloccro; 
o ranouc!u Bay where the t t .. . ' empera ure conditions are very much warmer than 
ml Mutsu Bay, and stressed thatCh. debilis, which abounds in northern localities 
s 1ows very low abundance there. ' 
In Mutsu Bay the first occll!'!'ence of this .species js usually observed in late 
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Nov~mber, and it shows maxiri.um o·ccurrence during the coldest se·ason, i.e. from 
]ate December to late March, being espechi!Iy abundant in February. A sparse 
occurrence, howevei, ·can be obst-.rved in any season of tbe year, even during 
summer. 
In Mutsu.Bay the appearance of Ch. debilis 'in late November signifieS the 
change of plankton from autumn into winter form. T]:le cod fishing of Mut£-u 
Bay, which ~ccurs f!."om em;ly Decemter. seems to produCe rich catches when Ch. 
dehilt:s and Ch. socialis show· high abundance, provided the disappearance of warm 
species is complete. Therefore the observation of this species frcm mid-NovcmCer 
on is indispensable work for estimating the catch of cod. ' 
Sp. 11 Chactoceros ilecipiens CLEVE. 
Of t~e ChaetoceJ'l)S above mentioned each is important either as t~n indicator 
species or because o{ its numerical abundance, viz., production power. Hut when 
c~nsidered from the vie\vpoint of organic production it can be said thatCh. ~.~~lnis 
and Cit. ilecipiens are the most important species, both being almost equally 
abundant in temperate seas. Generally speaking, however, it has. been relate.d 
that Ch. a,.ffinis is warm ternperate and Ch. decipiens is of boreal or arctic "habit. 
Indeed it is virtually so, the former being found in the tropics in plenty while 
the latter is found not at all i:r;t the tropics. However, in temperate loC-alities 
the production power of Ch. dccipiens is not less .than that of Cit. a;(finis, as the 
·former is extremely eurythermal, and consequently is enabled to vegetate there 
very actively. 
From the p~oper habit of these two species it is naturally thought that in 
vernal vegetation Ch. decipicns precedes Cit. afjiuis, while in autumnal ''egetation 
vice versa. .This tendency is usually obs~rved, but often this \vas not' the case, 
probably because· of other governing faders such as Iiutrimcnt condition or light 
con.dition etc. 
According to Akatsuka (1914) Ch. ilecipiens at Takashima occurs through 
the year, but high abundance is found in February, March, July, August and 
November, maximum abundance being in July. Ueda's (19.50) study, previously 
quoted often, was carried out in a very warm locality, the result showing that 
Ch. decijJien.s is one of the abounding species, and in his Case it was notable that 
high abundance was restricted to the· coldest season from December to March, 
in the rest of the year little abundance being shown. This seasonal history call 
reas_onably be understood from the proper nature of this species above mentioned .. 
In Mutsu Bay the scant occurrence_ of this specieS is seen through_all seasons, but 
the time of regular increase differs according to year. During the. successive four 
years of !947-1950 the occurrence of Ch. decipiens was relatively scanty except 
for the year 1950 in which high abundance was observed during the period from 
October to December, at)d the next abundance was seen in April, August and 
September; In the author's (1932) former work Ch. decipiens .was found in 
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abundance during 1929-1930. In 1929. a high abundance was seen in May,. 
follower! by .the highest abundance in September. In 1930, too, a high·abundance 
·was observed in May, the highest abundance being found in August. 
Before .. ending this description a few lines will be given for relating Ch. 
decipicns f. singzdaris, which occurs, though rarely from April to December. The 
cell of this forma is solitary as in Cit. aifinis f.. singularis. But in the present 
forma the direction of setae utterly differs from that of the former, because its 
setae run paralled with the pervalval axis, in opposition to those df Cit. aifinis f. 
si-ngu.lan:s in which the setae run paralled with the apical axis. 
Sp. ·12. Chaeloccros didymzts EHRENBERG. 
Ch. didymus is generally known as a warm temperate species, occurring in 
southern localities in great abunda.nce.· Among the Chaetoccros of Mutsu Bay 
thi~ is also one of the main species, showing active vegetation according to year. 
In some years this species becomes an important component of vf,!rnal or autumnal 
flourishing, but its abundance is mostly second to Ch. atfinis, Cit. dedpiens, Ch. 
debilis and Cit. dis! an.,. · Akatsuka's ( 1914) results show that at Takashima Ch. 
didym.u.s is almost absent for the first half of the year, and that it begins t.o occur 
from late July, attaining a maximum during September and Octo bet', then decreasing 
rapidly by December. According to Ueda (1945), whose study was made in a 
southern locality, Ch. didymus was a very important species, taking third rank 
among many species, and occurring throughout the year ex_cept for August and 
September. However, in the author's former study (Kokubo, 1932) this species 
was. found to -occur from Aug·ust :to Deceinber, showing maximum yegetati~n in 
September. In the present study the occurrence of this species was relatively 
scarce, bu.t c.omparative abundance was· also high in -September. 
Sp. 13. Cltaetoceros distans CLEVE. 
Ch. distans is one of the most important species not only in Mutsu Bay but 
also· any where in_ northern Japan as far as neritic water is concernd;- it being a 
prominent no'rth temperate species. The present species often vegetates so 
vigorously as to rival "Such important species as Ch. aifi·nis or Ch. decipiens which 
are the main producers of organic- matter in the sea. 
Tn Japan the present species was reported for the first time by Okamura 
(1907) from Goza (Mie Prefecture),. giving a figure with resting spore. Gran & 
Yendo (1914)· recorded this species from Misaki (Kanagawa Prefecture) .and 
Misumi (Kumamoto Prefecture) together with Ch; iaciniosus. Akatsuka (1914) 
described a Chaetoceros sp. from Takashima (Hokkaicl6) referring it to Okamura'~ 
(!907) Ch. distans. According to him the present species occurs in the greatest 
abundaP,ce during August.and September, 3. warm season, and in least abundance 
during the period from January to March, occurring, however, all the year. 
around sparsely. 
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The author's results in ~httsu Bay are very similar to Akatsuka's results' 
as to seasonal occurrence. In Mut.su Bay the -highest abundance of this species 
was like\Vise found during the period fran? August to October, .the warmest season,· 
throughout the four· years of 1947-1950, sparse oCcurrence having be~n observed' 
through all seasons. In October 1944 the author. found the present species 
vegetated vigorously in Yoshanaikai Bay (Kyoto District). · . 
Regardin"g Ch. distans,, the form variation in respect to tts cell breadth rs of 
interest. This species changes its cell breadth to a great extent ; consequently 
accompanying a_ form change o£ the r~sting spore. . 
In Mutsu Bay during summer the.breadth of cell of this species varies between 
6.6-28.2/"· .. If one draws the frequency curve in relation to cell breadth there 
will be found two distinct modes, the narrow one atiO.SI" and wider one at 271". 
These two modes probably represent the different generations of the cells, the 
narrower and wider cells respectively in the ~tates before and after the development 
of auxospore. 
Sp. 14. Chaetoccros divcrsus CLEVE. . 
Ch. diversus is a pure tropical species, being found so far by Gran & Yendo 
(1914) at Enoshima (Kanagawa Prefecture) and Akashi (l:-IyogoPrefectnre), anc\ 
also in the Formosa Channel by Schroder. The chain is nsually composed of 2-4 
cells and is characterized by its thick, diverse and long setae: 
'There is another tropical species called Ch. /aevis which is also found in 
Japan (Okamura; 1907), and has an appearance quite similar to the present species, 
but has not so f~r:been found in Mutsu Bay. This species is distinguishable from 
the present spe~ies by its prominent setae which are at first perpendtcular to the 
chain axis, then Q_ent at right angl~s, running parall~l to the chain axis. 
In M~1tsu B8.y Ch. diverstts is a most decisive indicator of the Tsushima 
Current, usually occurring during October and November. The fact that this 
species had not been found by Akatsuka (1914) seems to suggestits stenotherm 
character as compared with Ch. messancnsis because it is reasonably thought that 
d1~e to this reason the present· species perishes before. it rea.ches Takashima of 
Hokkaid6. 
Sp. 1~. Chcwtoceros messanensis CASTRACANE. 
Among the many species of Chaetoceros there are several species whi_ch can 
in no way b'e c<:mfused 'with other species due to their peculiar charac~eris:ics. 
Perhaps the present species would _rePresent these peculiar species, havi~g· extra-
ordinary big bifurcated setae which are visible under low magnification like the 
spicules of sponge, despite the fact that other parts are quite invisible. 
Ch. messane-nsis is a tropical and subtropical· species, but its distribution 
towards the north seems to be very:wide, attaining as high a latitude as 49o N 
in the Atiantic. Such a wide distribution must be due to- the wide adaptability" 
of this species to temperature change. The present author (Kokubo, 1931-1940) 
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studied the distribution of this species in .the Japan Sea, and found it at Rakuma 
(West coast of Saghalien) in an abundance of 240 cells per litre on September 
2nd 1932. A fairly high abundance was found at Hamada (Shimane Prefecture) 
where it appeared in maximum in autumn, on September 17th 1931, the cell 
number being 2,228 per litre. 
Sp. 16. Clzaetoceros peruvianus BRIGHTWELL. 
Ch. pert:tviamts is a warm water speci'?s and is said to be a south temperate 
species, occurring in Mutsu Bay mainly during ~he warm season, but sparsely it 
is found in different season of the year. The vegetation of this species is very 
limited so that it is not important quantitatively. 
It was with the following anxieties that the present author identified this 
species (1) the hollow channel of the girdle-band margin is indistinct, though 
· according to Cupp ( 1943) this must be distinct ; ( 2) unlike typical specimens the 
striations on the setae are somewhat indistinct; (3) the setae are relatively 
slender. From these chara.cteristics it seems that the specimens are· more or less 
far from being the typical species, rather approximating Ch. pendulus. 
Sp. 17. C haetoceros pendulus KARSTEN. 
Ch. pendulus is a species closdy allied to the foregoing species, th;s resemblance 
often being very confusing. . The .seasonal history of this species seems to be 
almost identical with that of Ch. peruvian'us, and it sometimes occurs together 
with the latter species. For instance· in Mutsu Bay on July 23rd 1949 both 
species occurred concurrently,. makin_g convenient. comparison possible. 
On ex.amining the specimens H was found that the deep depression on the 
upper valve, ·which is the characteristic of Ch. pendulus was absent, and that the . . ~ 
width of cells was not so small as Ch. pendulus, but was as large as Ch. pendulus, 
commonly attaining 331-'. These points suggested to the author the possibility 
of morphological interchange between Ch. peruvianus and. Ch. pendulus under 
cartain circmllstances. 
Sp. 18. Chaetoceros pseudocurvisetus MANGIN. 
Ch. pseui{ocu1'vlsetus _is .well known as a tropical and subtropical species, 
being fairly <:·ammon in southern waters. But it is rare in northern Japan, 
distribution being limited only to the. locality where warm current prevails. Gran 
& Yendo (1914) reported the present species from Misumi (Kumamoto Prefecture), 
stressing its peculiarities which are shown in the connecting warts of the cell. 
These authors found it also from Penang (Malay Peninsula, 5". N.). Later Ikari 
.(1926--1928) recorded it from Seto (Wakayama Prefectul'e). Recently Ueno & 
Ogawa (1950) found this species in a great abundance in the plankton of Bungo 
Channel (between Kyushil and Shikoku) in August 1950, and also from Kii 
Channel though scantily. In Mutsu Bay the present species is a decisive indicator 
of warm current; and is scantily found only during October to November when the 
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Tsushima Current is at its hight. 
Sp. 19. Chaetoceros radicans SCHOTT. 
Ch. radic'ans is also one of the peculiar species for it shows a characteristic 
feat~re in its setae, which run parallel wit.h the transapical axis. Because of this 
the colony always shows a narrow girdle view under th~ microscope. Moreover 
the cells. probably also t)le setae, secrete mucilage on 1ts surface. On_ account 
of this mucilage the colony is always densely covered w1th dust-parhcles and 
d t 't As this rrives the plant a peculiar feature the experienced investigator en us. o . 
determines the present species at a glance. . . . . 
The present species is a north temperate species with a w1de d1stnbut10~ 
eXcept in tropical or subtropical waters. Vegetatio~ in n,orthern wat_ers IS 
remarkable, often showing a great abundance. Accordmg to Cupp (1943), m the 
Gulf of California, the number of cells reached 4,500,000 per litre in March. In 
Mutsu Bay t1iis species occurs mainly in the warm season in moderate abundance, 
thoul(h o~casionally it occurs also in winter. In 1949 relatively high abundance' 
was ~bserved from July to October. 
Sp. 20. C haetoceros setocnsis I KARL 
.The present species was first reported by the late Ikari (1926-1928) in 1926 
as a new species from the specimens collected at Seto (Wakayama Prefecture), 
Itosaki and Aioi (Setonaikai). After then there seems to have been no record till 
the present inve~tigation. In Mutsu Bay in.· 1948, in which ~n extraordinary 
high temperatur~''of 29,0°C was recorded_ in AUgust, Ch. setoensts sho.wed a sur-
prising vegtati.~n from November to December. SinCe then, ho,'~ever, no 
remarkable vegetation has been observed, even sparse occurrence bpmg rather _ 
rare. The sudden appearance of this species in Mutsu Bay is remar.kable, and. 
calls for further observation. 
Sp. 21. Chae!ocoros socialis LAUDER. 
Ch. soc·iL.~lis is a peculiar species having the characteristic that the numer~us 
circular colo11tes whieh are composed of :rllinute cells are buried in a sphencal 
mass of gelatinous substance. This spherical mass 'is sometimes so large as to 
be visible to the naked eye as a small granule, and often completely d10kes up 
the mesh of the net when it occurs in a great abundance. The vegetahon of tlus 
species in northern waters is often tremendous though on the average its abundance 
comes second to Other important species. · . 
The present species is of boreal character, proba~ly by far more ,northern ~n 
nature than what so far been considered, and is found m Japan mamly 111 northeJ n 
waters, though its southern distribution extends to Katojima (Saga Prefecture) 
or possibly a little southwards. Ueda's (1945) results showed the absence of 
this species in Uranouchi Bay through all seasons, probably because of the 
locality being so far south.· According to the author's (1931--1940) former results 
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it was most abundant in Rakuma (S h ]' . . . . 
thirdly in Mutsu Bay St .. 
1 
~ ag a Ien), next m Hanasaki (Hokkaido) and 
this species in Takasl;im~ ;:ugety ]'~tsul<a's ( 1914) results show the scarcity of 
. ' . spi e o. Its bemg a norihern 1 l't ;\ 
preceding pages the present species is an ; . - o_ca 1 ·y. ~ s stated in 
Bay, heritlding the cod fishery.. .ndicator of the wmter season in Mutsu 
Sp. 22 .. Cltaetoceros s«bsecuhdus (GRUNOW) HUSTEDT . 
Ch. s·ubsecundus 15 commonly und t d . · 
Its distribution ·however extend. I . elrsfoo to be an arctic and boreal species. 
- ' • - s. au y ar sot th r 't · : 
Bay of Kochi Prefecture (Ueda 194-) . I ' e.g. I IS found In Uranouchi 
. • · ' .:> m madera te abundance Th b 1 h 
ter of this species is probal)ly not ·k d . . . e area c arac-. . so ma1 ·e as that f Ch . · l'. 
of this species in various loca1'f o . sucza .t.s. The abundance 
. I Ies seems to be moderai.e ·t b . . 
second or third to other imp· ortat t . •. 1 emg m most cases 
. 1 species such as Ch affinis Cl d ·p . 
. According. to Akatsuka (1914) the resent .. ' ' '·. ect. ldi>S etc. 
from January to August avoidina tl p . . specieS occurs dunng the period 
' o 1e warm season of '~-he ye I 
with this Ueda's results above t' d - . ·ar. n concordance men wne also show :ts 0 
December to April the maximum b.. f d. ' ccur.rence to be from 
· ' · emg oun m February In fi • 
In Mutsu Bay it occurred from I t N . . ve years records , a e ovember to April Tl th b 
records well· accord and lead t tl ·. . · ms e a -ave three . o le, ~oncluswn .that It avoids the warm season. 
(2) Asteriotzeila HASflAL .. 
' · · Asterionella is one of the import nt · a genera 
four well-known marine specJ'es . A . p . A · . 1a on-tea 
notata. The first one is the most common. , -
of pelagic Diatoms, including 
har/.ana, A. bleakeleyi and A. 
. · Sp. 1. Asterionella iaponica CLEVE. 
Asterion!Jlla japonlca sometimes occur in , . 
plankton. In Mutsu B h . extraordmary abundance in marine 
ay, owever this species 0 d' h 
abundance. At no time of the yea d' 't . r mary s ows moderate · r oes I exceed the other · · . 
. The author's early study (Kokubo 1932a . species m quantity. 
iB abundance during October t~ D ' b ) bsho':"ed that 111 1930 it ranked third 
ecem er, ut 111 1929 ranked d · 
dance eluting January to Febr secon m a bun-. uary. . 
. In the present study this species showed a .;,oderate . . . 
penod from January to March (during the coldest abundance dunng the 
found in low abundance during t season of the year.) It was 
I~ . ·· · · au umn, and more sparsely in M d J 'rom the present and the f~rmer st d 't . ay an uly. . . - u y ' can be roughly concluded tl t 1 
present species occur.s principally from aut t . , Ia t le b . . I h . . . umn o w!llter. In Mutsu Bay 't . 
o vwus t mt t e vagetable productivity of thi . . . . . . . ' IS 
with Chae!oc(Jros. . . . . , . s s~ecles IS mslgmficat)t as compared 
According to Bigelow ( 1926) it was found in the Gulf of Mari . 
abundance during july and August Aile 11928) . ne(1912) m great O" 'd . . · ' 11 reported· that at La Jolla d 
ceansl em California it occurs princip ll . th fi h . an . · · . a Y m e rst alf of the year. In Japan 
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the species was reported by Yendo (1905) from Misaki, by Okamura (1919) from 
Shirahama, by AkatsU:ka (1914) from Takashima in April. 
(3) Bacteriastrurn SHADBOLT. 
Bacleriasltum is .a pelagic Diatoms characterized by its chain-like col~nical 
structure and also by its great abmtdance. In Mutsu Bay this genus ·is of southern 
nature, occurring princip~lly during autumn. According. to Ikari (!927) th~re 
are 10 species in theneighbouring waters of Japan, of which more than 6 species 
are commonlY found in Mutsu Bay: B. comos·um,. B. del1:catulum, B. hya.li·n-um, 
B. minus, B. 11arians and Bacteriastrum sp. 
Sp. 1. Bact,,riastrum varians LAUD.· 
In Mutsu.BayB. ·1>arians is the commonest of this genus. In the earlier study 
by the author (Kokubo, 1932a) it was· found during the period from March to Sep-
tember in 1929 and !rom May to December in 1930. In the present study it showed 
a moderate abundance during autumn, espeCially in October, and was .not fomid 
at all during the period from March to August. 
In Mutsu Bay the highest abundance of this species was 7,492 and 12,386 cells 
peditre, in 1929 and 1930 respectively. The present study found this species to 
be much less abundant than it was during the two earlier years.· Tl{e abundance 
of this species in Mut.su Bay is second or third-in rank ~it. never ranks first, 
The contribution_· of this species to the organic prodUction in Mutsu Bay is surmised 
to be relativel$i.little at the present time. 
The geographical distribution of the prese·nt species around Japan is wide, 
ranging from Saghalien to Formosa, being found from Goza (il'lie Prefecture) by 
Okamura (1919),·from Oshoro and·Hakodate (Hokkaido) by Ikari (1927) and froin 
Takashima by Akatsuka (1914). 
Sp. 2. Bacteriastrwin hyalinum · LAUD. 
Bacterictstruni hyaHnum is a peculiar speCies characterized by the plane of 
· the bifurcation of setae, .which is parallel to the chain axis. This is a marked 
difference from the ordinary species in which the bifurcation· is in valva! plane. 
In Mutsu Bay in 1950 the present ·species occurred very often. It ranked 
secqnd, after the above species, in abunc}ance. But this is not Usually the case ; 
its abundance has hitherto been lower than that of B. delica!-uium. In the present 
study the season of occurrence was found to be similar to that of B. varicms. Like 
·it, it was not found at all between January and June. 
The present species is said to be very common in the Nor.th Atlantic, but in 
Japan it has so far been reported only by Ikari ( 1927) and only from a· southern 
. locality. It has possibly been confused with other species by many authors. 
Sp. 3·. Bacteriastrum delicatulu-m CLEVE. 
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BacteYiastru11'! delicatulum is one of the commonest species Of this genus, and 
is characterized by its cells being more or less elongated, of relatively small dia-
meter which If!.nges around lO,u. As to the seasonal occurr.ence of this species 
Akatsuka (1914) reported it to be from May to August; he considered it to be a 
boreal species. In the present study it occurred mostly during the warm season 
of the year. Its abundance was lowest in 1947 and 1915, but in 1946 and 1949 
it Was found in moderate abundance. 
The geographical distribution of this species is very wide, ranging from the 
tropics to the arctic. In Europe it is commonly found in the North Atlantic, 
the North Sea .. etc, during all seasons. In the Mediterranean it is found in its 
greatest abundance during spring. According to Allen & Cupp ( 1935) it is comm01\ 
in the .T ava Sea. In Japan it is commonly found in different seasons of the year. 
Sp. 4. Bactcriastrum comosum PAVILLARD var. hispida (CASTR.) 
Bacteriastrum comosum v. hispida iS strongly char~cterized by its terminal 
setae, of which the posterior ones are especially developed, first diverging radially, 
then bent backwards ''rith thick undulating stem. The anterior setae are thinner 
and shorter thari the posterior ones. and are also bent backwards. A glance at 
the posterior setae enables one to. distinguish this species from others. 
In MutSu Bay thi~ species occurs during autumn, as an immigra,nt from south. 
It is one of the distinct indicators of the warm current. Among the genu·s no 
species gives a more reliable indication of the presence of the warm cUrrent than 
does this species. In 1946 it _was found from September to November; in 1947 
during December; in 1948 during September and October; -in 1950 it occurred 
during October and ~ovember. In short the present spec~es is~ southern species, 
appearing in Mutsu Bay orily during the warm season. It is never found in large 
number. 
Sp. 5. Bacteriastrum minus KARSTEN. 
The characteristics which distinguish this species are : firstly, that the 
pervalval length of cell is small, 'and consequently the cell looks like a disk; 
secondly, that the intermediate setae are relatively short and terminal setae not 
developed, and that its length, likewise, is short. Finally, it is also a characteristic 
that the colony is usually very short, being composed of several cells. Probably 
because of these" unusual characteristics Akatsuka (1914) reported the present 
species as. "Cen. et Sp. nov.": he was not aware that it was .Bacteriastrum. 
In Mutsu Bay this species occurs seasonally only during September and Octo-
ber. During five years, 1946 to 1950, it was not found in 1947 and 1949. 
According to Akatsuka {1914) the present species was fourid at Takashima 
(Hokkaido) during summer. Ikari (1927) reported the occurrence of this species 
from both the Pacific and Japan Sea coast of Japan. The author believes that 
this is a south temperate species, but its distribution extends as far north as the 
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north eastern side of Hokkaido. 
( 4) Ceratanlina H. PE&AG. . 
. f l . kton Diatoms In Mutsu 
Cerataulina is one of the commonest gep.era o .Pan . . .. 
. l h'gh but it should not be cons1dered ummportant, 
Bav its abundance 1s not a ways 1 ' 
for. it plays an important part in other areas. . . 
Sp 1 6 erataulina Bergonii PERAGALLO. . 
. . . . . . 'th . thin cell walls and dehcate 
C erataulina J3ergonii is a pelagic .specieS Wl very . d h s in some 
t t. f this species is very VIgorous an s ow , 
cell contents. The vege a 10n ° . . h but little abundance 
cases, high productivity. Though the present spec1es s o~:n in reat abundance 
in Mutsu Bay, the author once found thts spectes to be ve~eta . dg fgthe Kyoto Dis-· 
during October ( 1944) in Yosh~nai~~~:~~;~h:~:;ea; th:: :~: s:asonal occurrence 
trict). Five years of observatwn, - ' . J d September. 
. . B . 11 ranges between une an . 
of this spectes 111 Mutsu ay norma y . th f t that if shows no high 
Though this species is said to b~ south tem:ere:~: th:t ~cis neritic and an endemic 
abundance during October and Novembers gg . I t t . rovided the tern-
SpecieS which can seed in northern seas ·and wlnc ~- v~~e a e: p 'grant from the 
II If the present spectes 1S an 1mm1 ' perature increases norma Y· f 1 ·r h · a Current into d . t mn when the flow o t 10 sus lffi 
~~:~ui~:vu:: :;c~: g::~~!s:.u ~cco~ding to Akatsuka (1914) seasonal occurrence 
of this sp~cies at Takashima is in August._ 
,. _ _., (5) Coscinodiscus EHRENBERG. 
~· 1 1 second to Chaetoceros. The importance of ·c oscinodiscus as plan don ran {S • - b d. 
d f tl ccur m great a un ance. 
The species of this genus are numerous, an . some o .lem ~ tl The following 
They are an important factor in the orgamc productwn_ ~ le sea. ph l * C 
commonly found in Mutsu Bay_: C. A.ngsi<>*; C. asterom adus' ; 
ten are . ·• C -~- t s C marginatus, C. ra ,atus ' · * c excentricus C. Grantz.- , · ·mea u ' · concz.nn-us , • • __ d 'tl t risks are nwst 
. W 'l "* Of these the ones marke W1 1 as e c. ~ubblums, C. at estt . 
important. . .. AN ~ANGST 
Sp. 1. C oscinodiscHS W a>ieS<I G R c · • • . 
The spedes C. W a-ilcsii can be identified unmistakably because of two cha1tac-
. 11 . f m 920 to 4001' 111 dtame er, 
teristics: (1) it is a giant form, the ce s rangmg ro . - .. & A t 
. . . d . ew Accordmg to Gran ngs 
(2) its shape is angular-cornered square 111 S1 e v1• : h' h th• uthors . ·f th' . . s C az.a~Zs from w lC ese a (1930) the nearest relative o JS spec1es 1 . o o ' • . th 
. s ecies C J an-isc/z.ii (differing from the present spec1eS m e 
separated tl11S p . . . .) ·t d by Akatsuka (1914) from Takashima, may 
structure of Its central area, rep01 e · 
Possibly be the same as this species. to . I d . winter from January 
In 1viufsu Bay this species occurs mam Y · unng • . . d 
. II h d but it has a ten ency 
A '! It is found in small numbers a t e year roun , . pn . . . t . b a! spectes In 
to decrease during July and August, indicating that 1 ts a ore . 
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my long experience in plankton collection the present species· Occurred in a great 
abundance in wirtter_in some ~years, showing a strong ppwer of vegetation. But, 
during five years, 1946-1950, it 'showed no remarkable vegetation except during 
1949 when it occurred in abundance during March. Akatsuka ( 1914) also reported 
the occurrence of C. ja-nischil during Janu~ry. Gran & Angst (1930), however, 
stated that in.Departure Bay, British Columbia, the present species was found 
during all seasons- most abundantly in summer. 
Sp. 2. C osci1iodiscus Gra-nii GOUGH. 
. Coscinodi~Cus has a peculiar fOrm in its girdle view, one side being very mucl1 
higher than the other. Due to this characteristic it is unmistakable. · In addition 
to this characteristic it is fairly large, the diameter ranging from I 00 to 2GO,u, 
and hence it is qujte distinct among the· neritic plankton Diatoms. In sOme cases 
the vegetation of this species is very ·vigorous, hinti_ng its significance in organic 
production. 
In Mutsu Bay this species shows the highest abundance during late autumn 
(October-December). From then on it decreases gradually till May . .It is rarely 
found again until the end of August. ·This is the regular "tendency found during 
five years of observation, 1946-1.!')50. Such a tendency well ac.corcls withthe season-
al occurrence of tropical plankton in MutSu Bay, indicating that this species is 
a southern one; brought in, together with other tropical Diatoms, by the Tsushhna 
Current. Akatsuka (1914) reported the highest abundance of this species, at 
Takashima (Hokkaido), to be late autumn (December-January). This does not 
conflict with the cycl~ of occurrence in Mutsu B~y. and seems to show that this 
species is not true winter form. Generally this -.species has been considered to be 
north temperate or boreal1 but it may :Possibly have a m_ore ~outhe~ly nature than 
so far considered. 
Sp. 3- 10. Coscinodi$CUs: eight other species. 
Coscin-odt'scu.s An.gstii GRAN is one of the common specieS. of. this genus in 
Mutsu Bay, and is characterized by having a variable number of large spines on 
the valve _surface_just inside the row of marginal'spinules. This character enables 
one to dis'tinguish it. It never .occurs in large number. Seasonally it occurs during 
, early winter, (December to February). 
Coscz'nodisc-us asteromphalus EHR. ·1s a·little more common in occurrence than 
the above species. Seasonally it .occurs mainly during autumn, like Coscin,odiscus 
Granii. In Mutsu Bay the productivity ofthis 'species is by no means prominent. 
Coscinodisc·us cvnct-'-n-n.us VV. SMITH is al~o a common·· species, with convex 
valves~ and very thin cell wall. It seems to. have a rosette in its central· ar.~a 
usually. _In the 1\iutsu Bay· specimeils the central area was transparent, without 
rosette. Such specimens were also described by Cupp ( 194:<) froin California. 
The seas~nal occurrence _is very ~imiJar to· that' of th'e above species. In January, 
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• • o· abundance than during other years. 
1947, it showed a httle luoher . d only in Mutsn Bay; though 
. . I . . EHR. IS foun conun . 
CosciMdtsctts excen nc1tS . f 1946--1950 indicated that, ltke 
. ·J· 't d The observations o , . . .. 1 t 
its number IS Imi e . . . f 1 te September, showmg lug 1eS 
.. tl . spectes mcreases rom a Coschtodiscus Gramt, liS . . 
. I . cl from spring to summer. .. 
abundance clunng t le peno 1 f ncl in Mutsu Bav, but Its . z· t EHR is also common y au " . 
. Coscinodt.scus mea u.s · · · ·es Due to 1ts scant 
tl n that of the above spec! . 
abundance is more meagre ~a 'cl'ffi lt to determine, but its cycle may be 
occurrence seasonal relationships are 1 leu . 
. . . t tl t of the above species. . 
supposed to be similat o Ja . 11 . b tit is unmistakable because 
• • f EHR IS a sma specieS u . - . 
Coscinodzsc;-z,es margma~us ... . f , It is rather rare _in Mutsu 
b t lae on the valve sur ace. of its large and ro us area . . . f cl during from November 
. k (1914) tlus specles was oun 
Bay. According to Akatsu ·a . . Jess sporadic ; this may be 
''[· . h In all localities its occurrence IS more or . 
to " aJ c · . f t elagic hab1t. 
clue to its benthic nature, not bemg o rue p . of Coscinodiscus, the 
. . . . , EHR Of the many species 
Cosctnodtscus radwtus . . . . ·t· . 't occnrrence iS commonest of all 
· 1 'cnhar charactens !C • 
1 5 . f present species las a pe .- cl . 11 localities irrespective o 
b . f 1d all the year roun m a . Coscinodiscus, ei_ ng om f t t'un is limited scarcely showHlg 
t . lret its power o vege a 1 ' - . . salinties and tempera mes, ,) fi s o'f tile preserit. study It . . . Ba In the ve year . 
vigorous flourishmg m l'llutsu Y· . S t ber 1946. Akatsuka (1941) 
t t' on1v once m ~ ep em ' 
showed a moderate vege a wn . . . d from October to April. 
I" 11 'db). eportecl that Jt appeare at Takashima ( c;o' em . r ( . C scinodiscus. S14bbiiens Jorg.) is also 
Coscinodix"s cenlr_ahs EHR. syn. o . . b Husteclt (1930) 
.. ·- B ' though not m large num er. 
commonly found ·~Il •W[utsu aj' . . . rthern seas but in the observa-· 
·· n ·e o£ tlus spec1es m no ' 
stated· an immense occurre c . . 11 . t tion Seasonal occurrence 
tions reported he~ein it showed no remarka ). e \·e~\ a. . ~ . 
to SJ'ow relatively high abundance dunng wm. er. seems .,_ · · 
(G) Climacodium GRUNOW. . . 
. . ~ C b~conca1Ju}n and C. Frauel~(eldtaJtU1n) are 
Two important tropiCal species, ( . ·f cl . i\'utsu Bay being distinct 
included in fhis _genu~ ; both of tne;m are oun ln 1 . . j 
indicators. of the Tsushima Current. . 
. . S 1 Cl·imacodi·um biconcamtm _CLEVE. . th· 
p. - . . . Climacodi;Um hicon-cavufn differ _from o er 
Of the two species of this genus h' . the iointing point is 
I . . t' of the cells In t IS species , 
in the manner of t le JDln mg . , . . F. . . t ld:a-n·um it resembles that of 
]']· th t of H ermaulus ; m C · .auen.1 e ' . 
more or less I .... e a . 11 the name E·ucamp1:a.he:mwttlt-tsj once 
E ". 'l'he""e facts cause o_ne to reca -ucamrta. .., . 
given to this species by Ostenfelcl.. . f cl cl . 1g autumn every year 
In Mutsu Bay Climacodittnt bz.concavum IS oun u~n C t Its Cycle 
cl' t th . flow of Tsushima urren . 
in very small number, and in Ica ·es e 1~ . t. • 1 species having these 
. cl' ff r from that of other ropica ' 
of occurrence~ however~ 1 e . . d the others (usually ·from early 
characteristics: it appears a little ear her than o j 
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or mid-August) . its d . 
that f • uratxon of occurrence see . 
o other tropical species nev· . ms to be more or less shorter th 
1950 it was completely absen; onl;ri oc~;rrmg aft~r December. During 194~ 
abundance during the period .of A n 47, and It showed a slightly h. h 
report d th ugust-December 1949 . Ig er 
. e e seasonaloccurr ence of this s . ' . Akatsuka ( 1914) also 
be from August to December. pecies from Takashima (Hokkaido) to 
Sp. 2. · Climacodium F , . 
Climacodium Frauenfeld. . raueJ~,eldzanum GRUNOW 
In M t · · tanum Is more t · · 
u su Bay it is rarer than the ab t . ropical than the above species 
numb.er. D . · ave wo spec' b · · 
- ue to Its scarcity the season l Jes,_ emg found in very small 
In 1950 1 . · a occurrence · 8 t : ' wwever, It occurred during the . . I no yet known for certain. 
sugg~shng a delay of this species as penod from September to December 
compared With the above spec· ' 1es. 
(7) Dactyliosolen CASTRAC.AN 
The genus Dact I" 1 · · E. 
PERAGALL y zoso en ordinarily contain two s ecie . 
f . 0 and D. antarcticus CASTR B . p s, I.e., D. mediterraneus 
ormer Is fairly common. . oth are found in Mutsu Bay. The 
Sp. 1. Dactyliosolen d · 
Daciyiiosolen med •te . - me zterraneus PERAGALLO 
.b ' rraneus PERAG . . 
en ed as D. tenuis (CLEVE) b . IS one of the commonest species, d 
is mu I I y some authors N . es-
c 1 ess frequent than other importa t . . umencal!y the present species 
as.Eucampia, Hemidiscus, and Cli dn spe9es, but it far exceeds such genera 
Seasonal maca 'tUm 111 numb yy· 
. occurrence in Mutsu Bay, it'was .. . er. Ith respect to the 
to November, but high abunda~ce ffound that It occurs during from March 
November I was ound during tl . 
. n the present study .t . le penod from June to 
February. .In short, in Mutsu Ba/ t:as never found between December and 
season. ' e present species is a plankton of warm 
(8) Eucampia EHRENGERG. 
Sp. 1. Eucampi d · 
Eucamp . . a zoo >acus EHRENBERG . <a zood>acus EHR · . 
o . . . lS a well-known ·a I 
ccurnng ~~ sonle cases in .great ab d 'WI e y distributed neritic Diatom 
never J1igl I un ance In M t B ' 
o . .. .. 1. . n the present study of 1946-1.950 . u sn ay its abundance is 
d~~~:s almost all the year round, but that it has It was found that this ~pecies 
F b g July and August. In 1949 it h a shght tendency not to vegetate 
'e brubary. Differing from present sp.ec,·essEowed a m. oderate abundance during 
oro a ly b · · cornuta (CLEVE) · 
. t . - emg subtropical. Its occurrenc . M . IS southern species 
Jll It can probably be found ther d . . e m utsu Bay is not fully ascertainei! 
. e unng autumn. -
(~) 
Sp. 
Guinardia H. PERAGALLO. 
1. Guinardia fl.accida CASTR: 
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Numerically, and also in productiveness, the present species is not worth 
special. attention, but according to the result of the present study it occurs 
during autumn when other tropical species appears, anc\ consequently it can te 
considered as a sign of warm water. 
(10) Hemiaulus EHRENBERG. 
Hemiaulus generally contains four species, i.e. H. Hauckii GRUN., H. sinens-
is GREVILLE, H. indicum KARSTEN, and H membranaceus CLEVE. Of these. 
species the first three are found in Mutsn Bay. The commonest one is H. Hauckii. 
Sp. 1. H emiaulus H auckii G RUN. 
Though this is the commonest species of the genus JI cmiaulus in Mutsn, Bay 
its abundance is ·by no means. high. On account of its meagre occurrence its 
seasonal occurrence is difficult to determine by the observation of a single year. 
But five year's investigation sh~wed that the present species occurs in greatest 
abundance from August to October. It can also be found earlier or later than . 
this season, though in very small number. The occurrence of H. sinensis is still 
less than that of the former species, and it may occur a little later in the season 
than the above species. 
Hemiaulus indicus KARSTEN is a subtropical species and is a marked indica-
tor of the Tsushima Current, occurring from September to October in limited 
number. 
(11) Hemidiscus WALLICH. 
Two species are included in this genus, i.e. H. Hardmaniar.us (GREY.) and 
H. cttnezformis W ALLICH, both of which are subtropical being found in Mutsu 
Bay. 
Sp. !. Jlemidiscus Hardmanianus (GRAY.) MANN. 
In Muts~ Bay the ocCurrence of this species is limited to the warl'f.lest season, 
and its numerical abundance is very low. During four of the five years of the 
present study it was found only in very small numbers .. In 1950, however, it 
occurred in greatest numbers during the period from September to December, 
though still not in !arge numbers. Relative abunilance was noticed from Novem-
ber to early December. As this is a marked subtropical species its occurrence 
signifies the presence of the water mass of the Tsushima Current. As compared 
with anoth.er species, H. cunMformis is by far less abundant. Although Akatsuka, 
in. 1914, was able to find H. cuneiformis (as Euodia cuneiformis) at Takashima 
(Hokkaido), he was not able to find any of H. Hardmanianus, probably because 
the latter is more stenothermal than the former, and hence not being distributed 
there. 
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(12) Lauder;a CLEVE. 
. Sp .. 1. Lauderia borealis GRAN. 
Dunng the present investigation (1946-1950) thi , . . 
very scarce except dnri·ng 19"0 I . . s species was found to be 
' ~~ w 1en 1t was fou d · b d 
and December. Though the pr_esent . . n 111 a un ance during November 
tl species lS n~med 'borealis' C (1943) mt the present species is a tern . ,_ · · · npp . . states 
pcraLe one In Mutsu Ba "t 
_dm~ing warm season. · · Y 1 seems to occur 
(D) LeptocyUncJrus CLEVE. 
. Sp. 1. Leptocylindrus danicus CLEVE. 
Leptocylzndr<ts daniws CL looks like fil . 
abundance in Mutsu Bay is simiiar to th t f La an~entous algae. Its period of 
. f ' a o auderza In Mutsu B tl . 
IS ound all the year round but th . . . ay . ns species 
- ' 1 ere IS a tendency for it to b . 
abundance from June to Dece b I .- e present m greater 
m er. n 1949 ·md 1950 a d t b 
was observed during June. Akatsuka (1914. ' m_o era e a undance 
dance is high during Decem be t. F b .I stated that at 1 akashima its abun-
r o ~e ruary. 
(14) Nitzschia HASSAL. 
Nitzschia is one of th · 
. . e most Important genera of pela ic D. 
followmg four species are found in Mutsu Bay; N. seriata CL:VE mtoms, The 
W. SMITH, N. lonr!issima RALFS N 
5
. '" , N. clostcnum 
paradoxa GRUNOW- Th fi t '. . zgma (KUTZ.) W. SMITH, and N: 
. . e us one IS the most common. 
. Sp. I. · Nitzschia sc;iata . CLEVE 
Nztzschia seriata CL. is an important s ecies of \ : . . . 
is second to such im ortant . p pelagic Dmtomsl Its abundance 
Though its cells arepver; m7~:~;ai~s Chadetoct~r~s, ~hizosolenia, Slwletonema, etc. 
pro uc Ivity IS great show· . 
vegetatioi1 every year in Mutsu Ba Th . f . • mg a vigorous 
· Y· · ere ore It has a close b · 
productivity of the sea. During 1946-1950 . , . eanng upon the 
was found to tange over a 'period of fro.m F bits seasonal occurrence in Mutsu Bay 
. . ~e rnary to July the max· · 
renee usually being found between Ap "] d J ' . -Imum occur-
. n an nne. It was p t · h" . abundance in 1949-1950. and . I , . , resen m Jghest 
• c m owest m 1946. 
There are two or three allied . . h. . . . 
species unless a close study is madspefciets _w lC~l are Indistmguishable from this 
. - ' e o s nae kwl pun t t C 
difficulties of avoiding confusing th ': c a, e c. upp stated the 
had been confused by earlier . t' ese species, and she suggested tha:t these 
mves zgators Despite 't I . . . 
other species, it seems to diffe f th ·. . I s c ose Similanty to some 
. r rom em m Its ecolog ·. 
Nztzschia closterittm w SMITH - · y. 
. • IS a not uncommon spec· f d . . 
dunng the second half of the T . Ies oun pnnc!pally 
year. h1s suggests a war t 
But during other seasons too 't . f d m emperate nature. 
longissima RALFS and N : I IS(K~n sporadically. As compared to it N. 
· szgma TZ) W. SMITH are rare, probably, its 
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seasonal Qccurrence being also during warm seasori of the year. Probably as a 
rare case the former species showed a mod~rate occurrence during March, 1946. 
(15) Rhizosolenia (EHR.) BRIGHTWELL. 
It is of interest to note that the genus Rhizosolenia is, on the whole, southern 
i~ its habits, except for some few species which are acclimatized to the northern 
environment. This may mea,n that the needle-like form of this genus is better 
adapted to warm water ~hall to cold water. The present genus includes numerous 
species, and some of them are important because of their productivity.. There 
are some species which are specially adapted to the tropical seas, and which are 
a strong indicator of the presence of warm water in northern districts. 
In Mutsu Bay the following 16 species are found. The species marked by 
asteriks are important : ~ . 
R. acuminata(H. PERAG.),R. alata BRIGHTW*,R. Bergonii H. PERAG•, 
R. calcar avis SCHULTZE*, R. Castracanei H. PERAG, R. cylindms 
CLEVE*, R. dclicatula CLEVE, R. faeroensis OSTENF:, R. fragilissima 
BERGON*, R. imbricata BRIGHTW*,R. imbricata v. shru.bsolci CLEVE*, 
R. hcbetata (BAIL.) f. semispina (HENSEN)*, R. robt<Sta NORMAN*, 
R. setigera BRIGHT\'\'*, R. Stolte~{othii H. PERAG*, R. styliformis 
BRIGHTW. 
The number of species which were found in one collection ranged from 0 (in 
spring) to 10 (in autumn). .. From the monthly average observed during five years 
( 1946--1950) it was ]011nd that from February to May the average number of species • was 2 or 3, from "J nne to August the number increased to 3 or S, and from 
September on it increased to 5 or 10 species. 
Of the 10 species given above 5 can be arranged in the order of numerical · 
importance; (1) R. hebetataf. semispina (HENSEN), (2) R. alata BRIGHTW. (3) 
R. Stolterfothii H. PERAG, ( 4)' R. setigera BRIGHTW. (5) R. imbricata BRIGHTW. 
Sp. · 1. Rhizosolenia hcbetata (BAIL.).f. semispina (HENSEN). 
This is the commonest species of Rhizosolenia in Mutsu Bay, its abundance 
is very great. as compared to the other species. Though it occurs during all 
seasons, vigorous vegetation occurs during the period of from April to August, and 
maximum flourishing is usuapy found in June. Dm;ing the five years investiga-
tion the greatest abundance was observed in June, 1949. _In short, as has been 
generally considered, this species is a warm-water fofm. 
It is well known that R. hebetata has two forms i.e. f. semispina and .f. hicmalis, 
the former being the warm-water form and latter cold-water form. It is notable 
that during the five years of the study f. hiemalis was never found during any 
season of the year. Probably the complete absence of f. hiemalis from Mutsu Bay 
is due to oceanographic conditions governed by the Tsushima Current. According 
to unpublished data collected by the author f. hiemalis has been found only twice 
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· in past, once in 19.25 and once in 1930. The occurrence off. hicmalis in May and 
June,' 1930 was especially prominent ; it ranked first in abundance among the 
Diatoms, and f. scmispina then ranked second in abundance. 
An interesting finding concerning R. h~betata is Akatsuka's (1914). He 
reported that of the 500 individuals examined by.him 473 were f. scmispina; both 
· terminals ending in a hair-like spine. . In the cell of the remainder one end had 
the shape of hiemalis, terminating in a rounded spine, and true f. hiemaUs with 
both ends rounded were not found. From this he conjectured the possibility of 
mterchange between the above two forms. At any rate it is Certai~ that in 
Japanese waters f. hiemalis is far less frequent than f. semispina. This is con-
firmed by Cupp's ( 1943) statement that f. hieamlis is rarely found further south 
than Alaska, in east Pacific. 
Sp. 2. Rhizosolenia alata BRG HTWELL. 
·. In J.Yintsu Bay this specie!5 is second to the above one in abundance, being 
so abundant that its vegetation makes a large contribution to the prQductivity 
of the sea. Like R. hebetata f. semispina it occurs all the year around, but with 
a ·slight tendency to decrease vegetation between March and June. In Mutsu 
Bay its maximum occurrence is usually found between September and November 
when the other tropical species appear. It has been well established that thi~ 
is an oceanic species and con~equently in Mutsu Bay its abundance signifies the 
arrival of the Tsushima· Current fro'm the Tsugaru Strait. On the b~sis of its 
ecology in Mutsu Bay the authpr believes that this species is more southerly in 
·nature than the preceding species. 
Sp. 3. Rhizosoienia Stolte~fothii H. PERAGALLO. 
Rhizosolenia Sto/terfothii H. PERAG. ranks third in abundance in Mutsu 
Bay. It has a tendency to show a moderate increase during autumn, but its 
frequency is relatively stable during all seasons, as compared with the above 
two species. During the 5 years of the present study it showed a moderate 
vegetation onlJr in November~ 1950, no marked occurrence having bee·n observed 
in other years. · . 
Sp. 4. Rhizosolenia setigera BRIGHTWELL. 
Rhizosulenia setigera is a little lower in abundance than are the preceding 
species. Its seasonal distribution is. almost uniform. Dtiring the present in-
. vest~gation no re~arkable vegetation was observed thro,Jgh any year, but an 
in~rease may occur around. June, like R. hebetata f. ~emi:'>P£na. · 
Sp. 5. Rhizosolenia imbricata BRIGHTWELL. 
Of the five important species of Rhizosolenia of Mutsu Bay this species is 
the least abundant. The seasonal distribution of this species is not so marked 
as ~ther species, and it is generally thought to be north temperate in habits, 
Durmg the years 1946-:-1950, and especially du.ring. 1949._ it showed a tendency 
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to increase from December .on. Though it is improbable that this species is 
absent from Hokkaido, Akatsuka (1914) did not find it, in his study at Takashima. 
Sp. 6. Rhizosolenia cylindrus CLEVE. 
In l\llutsu Bay three tropical Rhizosolenia are found R. cylindrus CL., R. 
qcuminata (H. PER.) GRAN, and R. castracaenei H. PERAGALLO. Of these, 
R. cylindrus is the most distinct representative. of the tropical species, though 
of ~curse the others are 'also useful indicators Of the presence of warm \Vater. 
Comparing with. the two others, which are huge in size, R. cylindrus is extremely 
small, its diameter measuring only 8-13/k· Numerically, R. cylindrus is least 
frequent ; other two sometimes occur in moderate abundance. 
Seasonally, the above three species occur from August to October. Differ-
. ing from other tropical Diatoms, these three species seem to be peculiar in that 
they does not occur in any period other than that_ above mentioned. 
(16) Skeletol]ema GREVJLLE. 
The genus Skeletonema usually contain two pelagic species: Skeletonemi costatum 
( G REV.) and Skeletonema mirable G RUN. Of these two species the former is 
incomparably more common than the latter. . 
Sp. I. Skeletonema costatum (GREV.) CLEVE. 
Skel:;tonema costatum is a cosmopo~~tan ~nd neritic in nature, its d~strib,~~iqn, 
ranging from troJiical· to boreal seas. It is. characterized by its extremely small 
cells (3.5-l8Jk);~tut in numerical abundance and in power of vegetation it is next 
to Chaetoceros, Therefore whether or not the present species propagates, it 
largely influences· the productivity of the sea.' The author reported(I9?I-I940) 
that this species was extremely abundant at Takashima (Hokkaido) and at Fuzan 
(Korea), the maximum abundance at Takashima being found to be 5,298 ,000 
cells per litre of water on June 1st, 1931. ·. As a further' prominent example Bush' 
(1916) found 369,000,000 per litre at Laboe in Kiel Bay·in June, 1906: · 
As respects the seasonal oc·currence of this species the author reported (1931-
1940) that during the summer of 1931 'it occurred in great abundance over a vast 
area from Formosa to Hokkaido, Bigelow (1926) also found it in great abundance 
in the Gulf of Maine during summer 'and autumri. Fish (1925), however, stated' 
that at Woods Hole this is a winter species, Matsue (1934) also found it in great' 
abundance at Misaki during winter. ''Such a disagreement may be due to the' 
fact that the vegetation of this species ca:n a:lso be caused by factors other than· 
the temperature, e.g. nutriment and. light, 
In Mutsu Bay the. seasonal occurrence of' this species is not always very 
distinct. But the· general trend is that it increases from June on, and show.-
maximum occurrimce·in Novemli;er or later. · In ·1949 this tendency was specialc· 
ly clear, and the absence or sparse occurrence' of this species· during·the early' 
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half of the year was marked. As has been stated elsewhere Mutsu Bay is warmest 
~~a~a~e ~utumn, so the above feature of the occurrence of this specles indicates 
It IS a wa~m water species. Moreover earlier research by the author (1931-
!940) found this species to be present everywhere around Japan during the warm 
season. 
As to the .autecology of this species Karsten's classical experiment is well 
known.· Cultural experiment made by him showed that under still conditions 
the ~ntercellu_l~r spines of this species became extremely·shortened. while under 
movmg conditions the s~ines became very n;uch lengthened. Matsue"s (1936). 
study on the change of size of this species is of interest. According to him, in 
Slunagawa Bay, Skeletonema costatum reduces its size during summer and increases 
its si_z~ during winter, the change well accordirrg with the change of physical 
condih9ns which govern the buoyancy of Diatoms. In contrast to the above 
~tudy Ekus_a ·(194~) wh~ studied the same species at Atsumi Bay reported that 
It .red.uces Size· durmg wmter and increases the size during summer. Regardi~g 
this discrepancyEkus~ has commented that the size of Diatoms may be principally 
related to. t~~ f\daptatwn for floatation, but at the same time, may also be affected 
by the •. divlSlon of the frustule which .inevitably leads it to size-reduction. 
(17) Thalassionema GRUNOW. 
. 'Superficially this gen1.1s is closely allied to the gentis Thalassiothrix and 
fo~mer~y it '."as include.d inth~ latter. The main difference is iri its isopol ~pica! 
axis which m Thalasswthnx IS heterop61. Only one species is included in this 
genus.· 
Sp. I. Th!lltlssionema nitzschioides GRUNOW. 
Thalassionema nitzschioides is an ubiquitous species one of the commonest 
pelagic Diatoms in Mutsu, .·~.ay, .~ometimes showing a hi~h abundance. Though 
It occu~s all t~e year roun[l, it has a tendency to increase from September on and 
It shows max1mum abun(!ance during October and November. T)lis tendency 
was observed most markedly during !950. This is the general tendency in Mutsu 
Bay, but wher the occurrence of. the species is meagre through the whole year it 
IS absent or .scarce during. the early half of the year. Such a tendency was 
_repo~ted earli~r by the author(Kokubo, !932) and it suggests that this. species 
IS neither bore'al nor arctic. Bigelo'Y (1926) however, reported in 1926 that in the 
nort_h ~ur~pe:;n. wat~rs this spe¢ies occurs most abundantly from February to 
~pnl a}'d IS 'l,t Its mmimum in A1.1gust. 
S~meti.mes the pres~nt species reduces its apical length extremely, its. colony 
becom1pg hkeAhat of Diatoma or Tabellaria in appearance. In some other cases 
Its cells:· more or less curve, in its girdle view, and it had been called .Thalassiothrix 
~urvata CASTR. until this was emended as a form of Thalassionema. This form. 
IS also found very often in Mutsu Bay. 
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(18) Thalassio~hrix CLEVE ·and• GRUNOW. 
This genus includes two common species; Thalassiothrix ·Fra<tenfeldii GRUN · 
and Thalassiothrix longissima CLEVE & GRUN., of which the former is the more 
common in Mutsu Bay. 
Sp. !. Thalassiothrix frauenfeldii GRUNOW. 
Thalassiothl"ix. Frauen(eldii is also one of the commonest species of the 
Diatoms of Mutsu Bay. its numericai abundance is markedly less than that of 
Thalassionema 1~itzschioides. The seasonal distribution ranges from September 
t.o February, maxifnum occurrence usu.al1y being found in October. Durin~, 
~ther seasons ~f the year its occurrence is very _scanty or it is absent. The, 
Presence of this species af~er December is due to the survivors from autumn.' On 
'the whole the present species is of more southerly nature than Thalasszqncma 
nitzschioides. 
. Thalassiothri~ longissima CLEVE & GRUNOW is less. abundant than the· 
above· species. Duriiig the present study no remarkable occurrence was found:-
Though it is found through the whole year in very small numbers there seem,s '. 





The results presented in this paper comprise two thirds of the work (Chap. 
1, Genera\ part and Chap. 2, Di::ctoms) done under the general title of the 
present paper; The remaining third (Chap. 3, Zooplankton) has been post-
poned untif'ihe next issu~. . · · · 
In the present work the net-plankton has been studied exclusively. and the 
special importance wa's attached to the ecology of the Diatoms and CopeO< 
pods. . 
The quantitative collections were made by using1 a ordinary. tow net, 
dieregarding the filtration ratio. The result showed that it is a good method 
to obtain data for studying the relative changes in the quantity of plankton. · 
In Mutsu Bay the plankton repeat a regular seasonal change which can be 
summarized af:l follows : 
During January and February the plankton decrease in quantity and 
in species ; during March and April the plankton increase in quantity 
iargely because of the vernal vegetation of ))iatoms; durin'g May and June 
the boreal plankton, represented by the Copepoda, Sagitf~, e.tc. occur, though 
their abundance varies, year by year, more or less irregularly; during July 
f!nd August local warm-water plankton appear, though generally they are 
low in abundance; dtiring''September and November two important events. 
occUr ; the occurrence _of tropical pla~ldon and the autumn vegetation of 
Diatoms ; from mid-November to December the plankton gradually decrease. 
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4) The regular occurrence of the tropiCal plankton in Mutsu Bay is a remarkable 
phenomenon. This decidedly shows the arrival of the warm-water mass 
from the south during this season. As to why it occurs in autumn and no~ 
in summer, it can be accounted for by the low velocity of the Tsushima 
Current which conveys the tropical plankton. ' 
5) Coinpadng the plankton of Mutsu Bay to those ·of the west coast of Hokkaido, 
it is remarkable that in the latter locality the tropical plankton are extremely 
meagr,e. The relative abundance of the tropical plankton in both locality· 
probably singifies the relative strength of Tsushima Current in both locality. 
6) In Mutsu Bay Diatoms develop two vegetations a year, i.e. the spring and the 
autumn vegetation. Generally the former is by far more promirient thart 
the latter, though in some caSes it is vice versa. In some years it alsO· 
happens that the autumnal vegetation takes the fo"rm of two or three 
successive :flourishings, instead of one vigorous vegetation.. In such cases· 
the earlier vegetation is mostly due to the flourishing of. warm-water sp~cies ; 
the later one due to that of cold-water species. 
7) As is generally known plankton shows a change from year to year in a 
definite area. In Mutsu· Bay there are two distinct periods, i.e. constant' 
period. and varying period, each of which occurs twice each year. In constant 
periods (spring and autumn) similar plankton occur from year to .year, showing 
no change. In varying periods (early summer and early winter) different 
plankton appear from year to year, showing distinct changes. As to what 
· plankton appear in these four periods (spring constant period, summer 
varying period, autumn constant period, and winter varying period), and 
as -to \vhat cause develops ·such periods an account was given elsewhere. · ·• 
8) In the present study 126 species (32 genera) of Diatoms have Men found. 
Of these Diatoms the mosf important genera are enumerated, in ·b\:det of 
numerical importance, as follows: Gha:etoceros; Nitzschia; Coscinodiscus; 
Shcletonema ; Rhizosolenia; Asterionclla ; _.f3iddulphia; Thalassiothrix. 
9) Among the above genera, Chaetoceros was most important in its specific and 
quantitative abundance. The number of the species of Chaitoceros found: 
in Mutsu Bay during 1950 was 51. Adding, however; 7 speCies which were. 
found in other years the species amount to 58 1n alL 
Of these the ones which are so abundant as to affect the productivity 
of the sea are the following : 
Ch. aifinis 
Ch. decipiens 






10) '•In Mutsu Bay there appear Diatoms whiCh indicate the warm-water mass 
of the Tsushima Current. These are the tropical ahd subtropical species 
of ChaetoCeros 1 Climacodiuthl HemiaulUs, Hem,idiscus and Rhi'zosolent'a. There 
I 
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. . f plankton which signify the presence of water mass 
also occur seyeral species o , ;.- . . I b :. . ,..... · . . 1 · f the"'e indicator .species 1ave een re .. of Cole~ currel.IL . The_ partt~u. ars 0 ,) ' 
ported elsewhere. 
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Fig. 1. Quantitative change_ of plankton during the period from 1947 to 1950. 
Ordinate-relative volume of plankton(cc) (of p. 5 and p. 8); Abscissa- mo~th ; Continued line- vertical Collection 
Dotted line-horizontal coliection; Species name dcnot~s the plankton of absolute majority. 
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II 
Vol. in cc Vol. in cc Vol. in cc Vol. in cc 
Date 
' I Vert. \ Om J 10m j Mean I ~ate \ Vert. J Om j 10m j Mean Date j Vert. j Om j 10m j Mean Date j Vert. j Om \ 10m jlHean 
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1 
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1 _Ju_n_•_1_st_11 _~~-6--8~+-~:-~~~59~:1 ==1=14=~---8,- ~l~t I ~f I ~~ I ~~ I ~~ 25th ~--4-'-3-~~---1o-.7-11--s-z~lc---s-4-:l1 1~i~ I M I ~~ I ~g I ~i 
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July 1~rd 1 121 9o
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ug. 18th 77 100 107 104 31st 75 193 87 140 14th 34 71 107 89 15th 30 56 53 55 
_____ 11 ____ +---
·lth I' 140 I 2351 170 I 205 15th I 60 I 871 1231 1'05 3rd I 451 1131 1031 108 , 1 ~1--si-~-1361 1521 144 Sept. 19th · 148 240 158 . 199 29th 23 30 31 31 15th 99 97 121 110 ,
1 
23rd 1 29 57 54 55 
3rd! 1381 °071 2351227" -~----~-~-~- 2nd I 381 661 241' 45·:1 3rd I 841 341 24' I 90 
oct. 15th [ 87 iss · ss 109 15th 17 67 59 63 18th 37 55 36 45 1 15th , so 96 ss 25 
Nov.z~i~: -~-~--~-:~--i-~--~+~-~--3&--1 m I 16th I 651- 1131 1481 131 ~-~-~:-R-,1:--!-b+I--Zb-:l---~3-l ~6: ~~:~I ~~I ~~ i ;g I ~6 
· D 9th 
1 




21st 51 78 78 19th 17 34 37 36
1 
16th 37 38 46 42 
, Mean 
1 
80 I 144 I 119 I 134 ---_\---s2"11.zsT-----;-;;JI- 103 i ~~ 42 I 73 I 77 \ 75 , ----~42~---63-~---79-\-----;9 
May 8th 
Relative volume of plankton during successive years of 1947-1950. 
Table U. 
No. I 1950 ~  Feb. I Mar. I Apr. I May June I ' July I Aug. I Sept. 
I Oct. X ov. I Dec. -
----- I 
I 
-- I 22nd \ Srd Species ------




Chaetoceros affinis RR RR RR RR + + RR RR + RR R RR R c c IRfu c c I 2 Ch. aff. f. circinalis I RR I a Ch. aff. f. singulqris RR RR RR I 
4 
I 
Cit . a({. v. Witlei RR R RR I RR RR R1{ R HR 
I 5 Cit. anastomosans I RR 
6 Ch. atlanticus RR RR RR RR 
RR I 
I 
7 ' Ch . borealis HR 
RR RR RR I 8 Ch. brevis 
RR I 
RR 
:> Cit. coa1·cttttus RR RR J?.R RP RP. RR RR l ' 10 Cit. concavico;-n,is RR RR RR RR RR RR R RR RR 
I I 11 C.';. co;zcuv. f. .volans RR RR RR RR RR I 1 
12 Cll. . constrict us RR RR RR + + R + RR RR I 
HR! 
13 Ch. couvoltus RR RR RR I I 14 Cit. c-:Jm J;ress us RR RR RR + R R R RR RR . R R t RR R RR RR JU{ R I R 15 Ch. costatus 
I 
RR R I 
16 Ch. crinitus RR 
RR I RR I 17 Ch. Cltrc;isetltS RR c + R RR RR RR RH 18 Ch . danicus RR RR RR 
19 Ch . del-i/is c c cc cc: cc + RJ? + R + RR RR RR RR RR R R 
20 Ch. decipiens R R RR RR RR + c RR RR R RR + R + + cc cc + cc + I 
21 Ch. decip. f. sinJ!ularis RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RP. ! 22 Ch. d~11ticulntu.s RR HR .RR RR 
23 Ch. dens~!S RR RR RR RR RR RR RR !- RR RR RR 
24 Ch. rlidynws RR RR R RR RR RR RR + + + RR R H. RR +- R 
25 Ch: didy. v. angulicus 
I 
RR + + RR RR RR 
26 Ch. dis tans RR RR c I cc cc cc cc cc R RR 
27 Cll . Lauderi J\.R RR R RR RR RR RR RR 
28 Ch. di1JCYSUS RR 
29 Ch. Loren::iantts RR RR RR RR RR RR R + R RR RR R 
30 Ch. messanensis RR RR RR 
31 Ch. mitra 
32 Ch. nipponica RR 
33 Ch. paradoxmn RR RR 
34 Ch. peadulus RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR R RR RR RR 
35 Ch. pentvianus R RR RR RR R Hl{ 
! 
I 35 c:~. pscttdocurvi,setus I RR RR 37 Cit. rad1:ans RR 
3S Ch. radicans R RR RR RR R RR RR RR RR l< RR 
39 Ch. rostrat1ts . RR 
40 Ch. setoensis RR RR RR. 1RR RR 
41 Ch. siam"nse RR R R 
42 Cit. socialis + + cc RR + R R Rl{ RR RR li ~~{ c 43 Cl\. s;;bsectmdus RR RR R + + RR RR R~ RR IL~ + « Ch. teres RR RR RR RR 
4,5 Ch. tetr.asticho1l RR i 
46 Cit. tortissim.1ts RR l~R : RR 
47 ('!• . Van H e;wcltii + RR RR RR ' ' : 48 r~z W~ssfio.eii RR RR 
1 49 Clzartoceros sp. l RH ' I 
I so Chaefoc~1·os sp. 2 RR 
51 ChaeJo~1·os sp. 3:. : nn 
Seasonal occurrence of each species of Chaetoceros, denoted in relative abundance. 
Table III. (continued) 
~ -~--o~--~- ----.~----~9-50--~J-an-. -~ --F-eb-.~~---M-ar-. ~~ --A-p-r.--~~ ~M-~---J--1~u-ne--~_-_~J~u-l~y~~~-~-A=~g:.~- ~~--· S~e-pt~.~~ O~c~t.--~ ~N~o-v.~~---D-e-c.-
1 
J Species ---------- 14th 3rd 16th 6th 19th 1st 16th 2nd 17th 1 4th 15th 6th 21st 1 4th · 15th 7th 2~rd 3rd 15th 3rd 18th 4th 16th 
~~ _A_1_np--l•o_r_a--qr-ta_d_r_a-ta-----=~----~--------+---------L-______ _j ________ -L--------~--------~-----R-R-. ~--~.~. -----
1 ~ A~-~· ~ 
' 54 A ctinoptycltus tmdttlatt~s R R RR RR 
RR 












































































Aster·ionella japonica + + + + + RR RR RR RR RR R 
Asteromphaltts heptactis RR 








B idd. longicmsis 
Bidd. mobilcnsis 







C osr.. asteromphalttS 
C osc. conci?mtts 
C osc. excentricus 
r osc. Granii 
Cosc. radia.tus 
Cos c. W ailesii 
Coscinodiscus sp. I 
Coscinodiscus sp. 2 
Coscinodisctts sp . 3 








H emiattltts · Har"kii 
Hem. sinensis 

































Rhiz. imblicata + 
Rhk ltebetata f. semispina 
Rhiz. robt,sta RR 
Rhizz. sctigcra . . R 
Rhiz. Sto/terfotll1~ RR 
Rhiz. stylijimnis 
Skeletoncma costat!tm 
Stephanopyxi s palmeria1ra 
Thalssiosira aestivalis 
Thal'sra hyalina RR 
Thal'ra sp. 
Thal'ra Norde1rskvoldii 
Thal'nema nit<schioides R 
Thalassiothrix Frattenfeldii R R 




























































RR RR RR RR 
RR RR 
RR RR 




























































































RR RR . RR 

























































RR . RR 
RR RR RR 
RR RR 
RR RR RR RR 
























RR RR RR 
RR 
RR 
RR RR RR 
RR 
RR 











RR · RR RR 
RR 
R R R 
















































RR + RR RR R 
RR RR RR RR 
RR RR RR 
RR 
RR 
Seasonal occurrence of each species ot Diatom~. denoted in relative abundance. 
